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Squad's future in doubt

Court.takes no action
on fire district proposal
work for free. use their own
By CHARI-ES HONEY
.
Wediks asked w het hd t
,'hi I,'. and contribute laboi in
motion tic estabh,h
Staff Wnter
t
The Fiscal Coures Tack of action
silence hung in the au t„1 soo„
maintaining their
rhe
seconds whale twai Is .1
on a proposed fire protection •squad has 13.199 40 left in :axing..
district, and the Callow*.y County
squad members look,•,i
a little more than its as erage mon.1,.V,e4)(s said the... out t
Fire-Rest- ue Squad's nearly
thly expenses fur the last six iiuni.1
much opposition
ths
depleted funds, have put the
I Iii
squad's future in doubt.
at,
county resident.. and Mat
It owes about $19.000 on the fire
.1:11 lioisson said all. to him st et
.1
house and another $7.0•51
The court Tuesday neither aii.2.5 to one"
truck. according to 1)0%41%
proved the squad's request for
h.1,
4 014011'1
imam. was btu disbandinc th,
establishing a district to raise tax — "We're still ge..
ifing
•
I
revenues,nor-offered altfrAilt V4.s-tions-ar-frorri time -tat time.
Further-. ithe
,
11
'
,
to the squad's dependence on cleftI hat •
gollt t
not enough." said Rill Phillips. an
110 control over the amount
, tribution.s and fund-raisers to pay
attorney representing the squad
t Lax
levicel oe-the w a y it - We're running out 1.
its expenses. County Judge•
Weaks explained
Executive George Weaks said he
Phillips told the court that a his'
-I think if s oil ..41.1 tutu :t
protection- district, whit h would
would try to "work something,
two irrcent sir I
out" to eruable the squad to.. on
set up a board of trustees authorit
it
Weeik?,Sai4Ilintthere s it,. es is
eel to levy a proprrts tax of up to to
tinue. but admitted after the
it to .ol%
eigits per UM. Is fIeCt•SNat to
meeting. 'ItAlbaftwilt look gimml ••
.1 „t
than in pci cut Hie
nueintin OW fire and rest tie ser
Further, squad Chief Max
trustees elOtild %All'
vice' Other alternatives ;al h as a
Dowdy said his vOlunteer .crew
l.A%
within one cent 'HI $ boo ot a hat
subscrtption SerVIVe, or WIC ser%
members are "not going to go out
we run the counts on Th. 1 ,•iir•its
and beg" frir more funds once the ing .a limited arra of the counts
tax 1.11 cuts pei $100
private corporation's money runs
are n'ot, feasible, he said
a I
out. Continuation of county fire
t
A petition signed by 214"persiins
members are all tin,ia 1 bond ari.!
has been submitted requesting the
-and rescue service is up to the proif - we go out'
district .t'ix" receipt of a petition
told .to sometitiro!ii
ple. Dowdy said: "If they want it,
legal our bondsmen .111'
residents. the
signed h% at least
they're going to have to pay for
.Weaks sai41
it "
'alit
fiscal
I hi- • out t
establish thedistriet
out I 11.11t• -.)
The squad serves county
flowevr,r, ,Migts-trates Iii -not - tff:ntIrt--tit
residents outside of Murfly and
,tunts ottornes \lax l'ai kei
th.scu.s.s the :natter after. Phillips
Haze. which have their own lireI
departments Its 2ii members, short presentation. and %elicit
11 I HI Page
'OrItIIII11,
tll

•

FUND-RAISING KICKOFF — Volunteers and members of the Calloway County Chapter of the American
Cancer Society gathered Wednesday morning to organize the chipter's annual fund-raiser. On hand to
oversee the kickoff were (from left) Gary Haverstock, president of the local chapter: and Van Haversteck
and Harold Doran, co-chairmen of the fund drive. Informational packets were distributed at the meeting to
some 30 members and volunteers. The group has set a goal to rates 83,500 by Jan. 21, the Last day of the drive.
According to Yen Haverstock, donations will only be solicited from businesses. He added that any business
that is not contacted but would like to make a donation should call him at 753-3415.
s
Staff photo by Ruth Ann Combs

Localstudents recognized
on university's Dean's,List
Twenty-nine students from
Calloway County have earned
recognition on the Murray State
University Dean's List with a
perfect-scholastic standing for the
1982 fall semester, according to
records from the data processing
office.
They are Charles Beaman, Janne Bell, Sharon Blodgett, Rebecca
Bowermaster, Bradley Bryan,
Margrit Crutchfield, Hal Dublin.
Robert Duke. Maryanne Garrnon,
Louise Gould, Annette Haneline,
Janet Hansen, Emily Imes,
Robert Johnson, Patricia Lough,
Sandra Lucas, Samir Mahfoud,

Lisa McDonald, l.ecta MeG ary,
and David Mikulcik.
Also, Carol Montgomery. Lisa
Oswalt, Melissa Salerno, Betty

Stevenson, George Taylor, Deann
Thornton, Joni Tidwell and Taeoh
Yoo.
Others on the Dean's I.ist from
Calloway County' are Monica AlAlo, Chimai Beasley, I.ynne Beatty, Tammy Bennett. Tracy Beyer,
James Bibb, Jamie Blackburn,
Steven Blivin, Jamie Blotner.
Sheila Boggess. Karen Brandon.
Melissa Brinkley, Lucy Bryan.
Kathy Bullington, Anna Burnley.
Ellen Buskuehl, Susan Byars, Jeffrey Carruthers, • Dean Cherry,
Patrick Clark. Trisha- Clark.
Susan Crass,
Sherry Crawford, Robert Crick.
Lula Darnell, Ha Dinh, Patricia
Doyle, Nancy Dublin, Virgie
Evans, Harry Fannin, Anthony
Farris, Michael Farris, Timothy

Pre-college curriculum
endorsed by state board
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP;
Some members of the state Board
of Education fear that a proposal
setting up curriculum standards

limit the educational opportunity
of any student of high school age.

for freshmen entering Kentucky
colleges will endanger the state's
vocational education program.
Martha Dell Sanders, a former
president of the Kentucky Education Association. thinks it will
divide high school students into
two camps and stigmatize those
taking vocationaleducation.
"We have worked hard to get
away from stigmatising vocational education." Mrs. Sanders
said.
Joe Warren says be fears the
curriculum would keep high
school students-taking vocational
programs from going to college.
Despite their concerns, the state
board adopted on Tuesday a
resolution in support of the socalled pre-college curriculum.
The Council on Higher Education is scheduled to consider on
Thursday the proposed curriculum. which has been recommended by its Programs Committee.
- The curriculum would provide a
course of study that Kentucky
high school students would need
before gaining unconditional admission to a state supported colloge or univerinty.
The program would require 20
OMR' of high school courses, including four in English, two in
social studies, three in math and
two in science.
Harry Snyder, executive director of the Council on Higher
Education and an es officio
member of the Board of Education. said the curriculum is mead
as a guide to students who want SO
attend vauegt.
"We are talking about giving all
students early.warning as to what
will be necessary to be successful
In college," Snyder said.
Feriesr board chairman Henry
Pipit *reed, saying, "I see
MOW Ms proposed policy would

making on the part of the student," Pogue said.

"It should provide a stimulus
and should help in the decision

Superintendent of Public Instruction Raymond Barber urged
. the board to adopt the resolution,

saying he believes the program
will improve "not only the quality
of the youngster .r going to college
but the quality of the youngster
going into vocational education.
"It will improve the quality of
student from top to bottom,"
Barber said. "This body would be
taking a step backward if it
doesn't approve the resolution."
Snyder said a review commission will be formed to Monitor the
implementation of the curriculum, which would be effective
for the freshman high school class
next year.
Snyder said he also will recommend to the council Thursday that
what he termed a liberal policy for
exemptions be made more liberal

Feltner, Luray Ferguson, Donna
Ford. Keith Ford, Shalisa Ford.
Lynn Fromm. Lon Garland
Stephen Geurin. Sally Grasty
Serafim Hennas, Diana Hampton
Tracey 7 Hendrix. Judith Henn
anger. Thomas Highers, Kate Hof.
fman. I.inda Hornei, Patricia
Johnson, Wilma Johnson, David
Jones,
Zachary Jones, Paulette Kelly.
Jeffrey Kursaye, Debra Kyle,
Michael Lafser, Aleeah Lamb.
Maurita Lives, 1.ynne Loberger,,
Thomas I.ocke, Howard Mathis,
Terri McConnell, Donald MeCuist on. Helen McCuiston,

By CHARLES HONEY

Staff Writer

I.

clearing, cold

variable
mostly sunny and warmer
High in the low to mid 40s with
southwest winds 10 to 15 mph.

Hale agreed to the change.

1

today's index

Residents on. New Hope Chard% 'toad taut ;welt
voting in district No. 3 anyway , since the ibre, iii t
line was previous!) changed. The tit.igisteri.d
,Li r) now conforms to the pre,
t line
Precinct four. between 12th and Pith Streets south
of Glertdale, of the third district was m.pved to the
second district It contains 45; registered Voters
not including the newly annexed ratites-boo Sub
division By moving it into the ses ond
t. the
populations of districis 2 and 3 were hr44-tiKht more
into line
Prior to the change district 2 tnol3,elt, registere_d
voters, and district 3. 4,62:.) I.:Ai - hiding the p,•pilla non of Canterbury. for which registered .yfiter
figures were not available, the new- boundaries put
the district figureaat3,973 arid 4.168. respectively
When the popuhstion of-Canterbury is figured in.
district 2 will probably have the largest voting
population of the county's four districts. Harris
said District 1 has '&780 registered voters and
district 4,3.694.
While the state requires that reapportionment Isclone on the basis of:equaliiing populations. their
are no guidelines as to -11oVi 1OSC - the relative
populations should be, Harris said Further, the
county does not have .is ess to actual populati..n
figures. but only to registered voter ••ounts. he said
Precinct 4, like the rest -of t-he county'. Is overwhelnungly Democratic. with 415 registered
liernocrats to 34 Republicans Countywide there :Ire
14,271 Democrats and 958 Republicans:.
The committee also made a technical charige_try
reflect the state's switching of highways 17 S ;41 and 280 That was done sonic years ago but the
county -Wasn't informed. and the district legal
-91escription was no longer accurate. Harris said.
Harris praised the-specially appointed eommitter
members for the time they put in. Ile hupes dos
redistricting will establish more permanent :111,1
definable boundaries between districts In the past
district lines have been designated in unreliable
ways such as personal property Imes, he said

Corn Austin, Polo to meet in court

LAKE LEVELS
. 354 2
Lake Barkley ..
-354.3
Kentucky Lake.

by not applying the curriculum to

f.,

Magistrates approve plan for
reapportionment of districts

Calloway County's first reapportionment of.its
magisterial districts Since 1969 makes only one
significant change • and that's in the -city of Murray, where county government has little bearing
The fourth precinct of district No 3 has been
shifted into district No. 2. to help equalite populations between districts. That was the pnmary semi
Patricia McCuiston. Linda
of the committee appointed last month by County
McLemore, Jennifer Mitchell,
Judge-Executiv.e George Weaks to study reapporCynthia Montgomery. Iioulgas
tionment and recommend changes
Moore, Mary Moore, Jonathan
The committee, comprising Bill Bailey. Bill FanNoffsinger. Phillip Orr, Meleah
drick, Gordon Moody and County Clerk Marvin
Paschall, Terry Paschall, Robin
-Peiper, Michael Pitman, and . Harris as a non-voting member. made its red ummendations to the Viscid Court Tuesday. The court
Scott Pritchard • unanimously approved them. •
Also. Lisa Russell. John SalerThe changes are not expected to materially affect
no, Mary Sears, Roy Sheridan, Jo
voting patterns in the Nor districts, and will riot
Shoemaker. Dawn Sledd, William
come into play until the 1985 elections Current
Smith. Jeff 'Steen, Janet Srubmagistrates are Clyde Hale sNo I), Gil Hopson
Inger, Teresa Sinter, Jodie Sumt No 2 t, Ralph Bogard No 31 and Dan Miller , No
merville. Nick Swift, James
4
Sykes, Denise Taylor. William
The approved district boundaries r1114 be subject
Taylor. Tonya Thompson,
to change, as the committee plans to review more
Patricia Valentine, Laura
detailed population figures that Mayfield has. HarWatkins, Mark West, Gloria
ris said. The state, which has mandated a review of
Kimberly Willie, Kevin
magisterial districts every 10 years, enuircinally
Wilson, Karl Wuest, Stephanie
approve any changes
Wyatt, and Mark Young
Other boundary changes of the new districts inA total of 1,0811 undergraduate
students with . grade. _point, clude putting the residents of Knight Road in Murray, formerly part of district No- into the second
averages ranging from 3.30 to a
district: and moving the third district line 300 feet
perfect 1.00 are included on the.
to the east of New Hope Church Road.
Dean's List
Those changes were made for the convenience of
voters, not to equalize populations. Knight Road
residents were Just outside the Clayton Creek
voting precinct, but had to go to Almo to vote, Harm explained. Consequently many didn't vote at all
Tonight clearing and cold
Committee member Bailey said there were 35
Low in the low 20s with light
mailboxes on the road, and first district magistrate
winds. Thursday
and

students in the University of Kentucky community college system
One Section 21) Pages
The Program Committee has
14
Aces.
recommended that 50 percent of
19
Classifieds..
the incoming freshmen at the
18
Comics
community colleges not have to
18
Crosswords
meet the curriculum standards. It
5
Deer Abby..
has also recommended that 30
14
Dr. Lamb
percent of the incoming freshman
18
Horoscope
classes at the four-rear instituMurray Toda
tions be exempted.
Obituaries
In other action Tuesday. the
Perspective
state board granted emergency
Sports
declarations to three school
districts which finish the last
MISS
fiscal year with • deficit. The
• •
YOUR.PAPIRI
declaration removes legal
not
hove
who
Subscribers
liabilities for Barbourville,
hornip-delt•.-"..thee
relative
Erlanger-Eismere and
Breckinridge County.
co/ of The !Awns, ledpr loss
Deputy Superintendent Fred by :30 pm Monday Friday or
Schultz also announced the 10 by 130 m Saturdays ore urged
school districts- that will par- tO 'toll 753-1116 between Si*
ticipate in a pilot program aimed p.m. sad 6 p.m., Ma* Mee* Hat improving their instnsctional -'sr 330 p.m. eal 4 pa. Sow
programs In the basic die arms.
dere.

LiN,

Corn Austin Co , 402 Maui St ,

and Polo, headquartered in New
York will face their first pre-trial
conference in U.S. District Court
In Paducah Monday.
This stems from the lawsuit filed against Corn Austin by Polo.
The complaint states that Corn
Austin has been sued for allegedly
Infringing on the Polo trademark.
"a fanciful representation of a
polo player on a horse."
In response to questioning concerning Corn Austin Co's -alleged
intrinkment on the popular Polo
trademark, the store's attorney,
Rick Lamlun, stated that claims
made in a lawsuit represent only
ens side of the case."We are now
VI tha'procellog ruing Int answer
to complaints made in the
lawsuit," he said.
"We are setting up all defenses
available to Corn Austin and processing any claims that- Corn
Austin might have on any other
entity." he added

Polo is seeking injunctive relief,
a court order stopping the alleged
infringement and an undetermined amount of damages,"but in excess of $25,000." the suit says
Polo has owned trade names in(Iodine Polo and Polo by lialoit
Lauren and the trademark since
1967, according to the suit

Long after Polo's federal
registration, Coin Austin (dim
menced the distribution and sale
of men's and women's shirts bear
ing counterfeits .. l the
trademarks." Polo- claims the
retailer has been notified of the
alleged infringement and has continued its practice

Rallying Clark could be
released by end of January
By BOB MIMS
Associated Press Writer
SALT LAKE CITY AP - ArBlidal heart recipient Barney
Oars nod "clearly improSed"
since the new year began, can
take steps with an aluminum
walker and appears to have overcome his periods of mental,confuWon,doctorssay.
Dr. Chase Peterson, University
of 1.1Lth vice president for health

SCICIWCN, said

T4esday that thy ril -

year-old retired dentist from the
Seattle area could be •released by
month's end if his recovery con"lie hes rlearly improved dui-ing the last two weeks."- Peterson
said, adding that Clark's condition
may be upgraded soon from
serious to good
"The heart ia working well, lie's
(Continued On Page 2
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Income fax overhaul expected
By OWEN ULLMANN
Arsoldstad Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API— President Reagan plans to propose this
month a major, long-term
overhaul of the federal income tax
sysLem that would include lowering tax rates in exchainge for, narrowing current deductions, administration sources said today.
The initiative, which one official
described as "major tax reform,"
is to be disclosed on Jan. 25u the
president'a State of the Union address to Congress. according to
the sources, who as pird that their
names not be med.
The thrust of the rev Mane is
surtilar to what has become known
as the "flat-rate" tax plan, under
which personal income tax rates
are lowered but the amount of income subject to taxation is increased became of a narrowing or
elimination of tax deductions.
The deductions, which are
allowed for such items as state
and local taxes, home mortgage
and other interest payments,
business expenses, charitable contributions and a variety of
miscellaneous expenditures, ire
subtcacted from the income subject to federal tax.

NEWSPAPER TOUR — Kbidergiirtem students of Elizabeth Stanley at the Apple Tree Kited recently
toured the Murray Ledger & Times plant. The teacher, children and Apple Tree owner Janice Rose viewed
the various departments in the plant and the press printing the newspaper.
Staff photo by Charles Hooey

Schweiker resigns from position
By BETTY ANNE W11.1JAMS
Amociated Press Writer
W A Sill
AV
N

Richard S Schweiker today •
resigned as secreLary of health
and human services.'and Presidont Itt;Litgan named former Rep
Margaret Heckler of
Massachusetts to suci.erd him
Reagan, made his announce-ment in a hurried'', arranged
ceremony in the Vast Room after
hews of Schwelker's resignation
leakt d out Tuesday
Mrs.11eck ler, who was deb Med
for re-election in November after
eight terms in I'ongress. said, All
Americans are grateful to Dick
Schweiker for his performance ...She called her new Hi the
greatest challenge of nn life- and
UK. :Juiides,assjgniiiunI. n
Washingtal "
She is thi•'second 54,O411:1/1• to be
nominated to the. Cabinet in the
last week
Reagan, Schweiker and Mrs
Heckler were applauded I))
goverrunent employees as tho
entered the East Room
Reagan's announet
cmen w as
delayed 10 minutes while workers
hastily put together a podium for
Reagan and an audience was
assembled among.
st•retaries and
others in a nearby government office building
_

Reagan said he accepted
Schweiker's resignation "with
deep regret- and called him ''a
trusted adviser, an able administrator and a man who's done
an outstanding fob as secretary "
lie is the fourth member of
Reagan's original Cabinet to

resign
Returning to private business as
a lobbyist for life insurance companies, SChweiker giver; up control of a $774-billion department
that oversees Social Security.
Medicare and Medicaid, welfare
and public health programs. including those of the Food and
n-ug Administration
Reagan said he has hada strong
friendship with Schweiker ever
since the former Pennsylvania
senator boc-anwiteagan's runniaamate in his unsuccessful bid for
197t; Republican presidential
nomination
• •During these last two years. as
head of the biggest and most costly department of the federal
g,overrunent, Dick Schweiker has
proven himself in a job that has
ground down many - .iesser individuals," said

Reagan

"Man of our efforts to control
the spiraling cost of gnveennient
depended on our enterprise.Reagan added "I can say without
hesitation that we're proud of the
_
_

Some of the ways to do husiness with

The Murray City Council will
act at 7:30 p.m . Thursday on
several personnel recommendations to various civic organizations.
Recommendations will be for
the Murray Planning Commission, Murray Tourism Commission, Senior Citizens Board. and

Henry Stites Bennett
arrested in Mayfield

us are changing.

Murray-alloway
Boai-d.

Other items on the agenda include report from Manning
department of code enforcement,
consideration of park board bylaw amendments, and Conumuitty
Development Board waiver con-

sideration.

Board members
to be sworn in
Newly-elected board members
Walter Byars and Jerry Overbey
will be sworn in as members of the

•

Calloway County School Board at

its6:30 p.m. Thursday meeting.
The board also is expected to appeal the recent CIrctot Court decision favoring the Murray independent School System concerning
the distribution of utility tax funds
generated within the city.
Other Items on ,the agenda include personnel, executive session, and superintendent's report.

Some things won't chain's. During19/13
South Central DM will attll pound,you with
depreciable load end king diastole phone llervice. hell motion& to be vesponalblefor
phones 11is eaddeace sad taasiness customers nor name Mini us.And well &ethane to
lame telephonesinn to sell sane maiscled
phoned an long astherm mulkelle110111 intentoni(With feednanyswamiwealoplma
to oder anigelbee tisidanee sad bantams*

responding to the ravages of Pus
congestive heart failure before
surgery, and -the multiple
surgeries since Dec. 2," Peterson
said at the first formal briefing on
Clark's condition since Dec. 27.
Clark has been rushed to the
operating room twice since Dr.
William DeVries implanted the
fist-sized Jarvik-7 mechanical
heart in his chest Dec. 2 — once to
repair ruptured air sacs in.his
lungs, another time to replace the

(Continued From Page 1)
"I told you all this before, it's il- not going to appeal. Whatever the
legal to give the fire-rescue squad county wants, that's what they're
anything." Weeks later confirmed going to get."
the court is not legally authorized
A fire protection district can
to make such contributions.
also be established by the county
When Weaks told squad jddge if 51 percent of the voters
members they could appeal the *within the districtsign a petition
decision, Phillips replied, "We're requesting one. Weeks assured
the squad, "If 51 percent of the
people want it, I'll order it, of
course." However,- he
acknowledged it might take a long
time to gather sufficient
'The Murray Independent School signatures, and Dowdy later inBoard WM swear In newly-elected dicated squad members would not
board members to begin its 7 p.m. have time for such a petition
Thursday meeting.
drive.Those include newcomer Doris
"I don't believe people will let
Cella and incumbents Don Henry the fire-rescue squad die," Weeks
and Tommy Rushing.
said, but Dowdy said fire-fighting
Other items on the agenda in- service may no longer be
clude personnel, correspondence available once the squad's savings
and election of officers.
run out. Al that point, "we'll just
take it day by day." he said.
Rescue service could still be provided, he said.
Dowdy said the squad fought approximately 250 fires last year,
Three trucks and ten and put in about 2,000 hours
firefighters of the Murray Fire fighting fires and another 4,000 on
Department responded to a fire labor such as maintenance work.
Tuesday at 1503 Oxford Dr.
Weeks said he sympathized with
Fire Marshal Phillip Owens the squad's situation.
reports that the 5:22 p.m. flue fire
"I wouldn't want to fight a darn
at the home of Danny Grimes fire all night and then go out and
caused no structural damage.
raise money all day."

Murray school board
to meet Thursday

Fire department
respondwto call

TICE!
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In organisation,to take place in 1914. will
affect signifkantly how you get and use
teleconatiuniaMicam services.
But no matter how thine change.South
Central Ben is committed to seeing that cer
lain things remain the Mune Vkll still hine
good-dependable people and the same goal.
providing you with the best. most advanced
telephone service at reasonable rates.
VA-11 keep you informed. But in the
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chanaes•in the industry or about flow to dO
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left side of the plastic pump where
a faulty valve triggered a sudden
drop in Clark's blood pressure.
Dr. Lyle Joyce, one of the attending,physicians, was asked when
Clark might be allowed to leave
the University of Utah Medical
Center.
"I think we're probably still
talking two to three weeks at
least," Joyce said. provided
Clark's recovery continues to progress at its current pace.

Fire district...

customers the option of buying telephones
that are now leased/men ual
There'll be more changes in the tele
phone industry in the mining year or so es
South Central Bidi and other HMI
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But we're still as
close as your phone.
Ibc ieltlatt ate indtuary is changing reorgts
Menai That means more tiptkxes fur
And
wane 4-hanges in the way you do busIness
with us Ifyt VR• done business with us lately.
est may tune gone to one of(*U retail outlets
Signs'
if ,gni nerd help with phone service.
-tall its now- Call a !Sloth Central Ilea service refire
+miaow if you want to
order new phone service.
hange your mdsting service
.thsconnert iur se-rvice.
ask a question about your bill
eschanar or return sets purchased
or lensed from South Central Bell.
IV*(annul exchange or take back
seta purclumed or leased from
other supplkvit.1
Call South Central fiell's repair service if
you haw *mutat. with ran service or with a
phone set that is lewd hum South Central
Beil. IPM service at nrpair of phone sets that
you own whether they tame from South
Central Bell or another supplier - rat should
billow the warranty instructkins or other
maintenance arrangement made at the time
of purchase)
Wail find the phone numbers kit your
service representative and repair service in tiw bunt uf the South Central Bell phone book.
When you call us.In many awes well be able
to CUZZree ytar business or ache lour prob
Inn
"MI n'on the ilorse.In other aMea.
we rosy vier to midi
or parts to you.
Or yuu sway be
to•phone company
selvh-e center to complete your trinisclion.
If so, well tell ,vu where the tseireat one Is
and when Its open

County' Park

would result in an overall increase
in revenues despite a reduction M
tax rates.
Treasury Depart:bent officials
are working on specific tax revision proposals, although sources
cautioned that few details likely
would be included in the fiscal HU
budget plan the president must
send Congress Jan. 31.
The sources mild this initiative
Is separate from a plan for a "trigger' tax increase that would take
effect beginning in-faecal 1986, the
12-month budget year starting
Oct. 1, He, if the deficit is still
running above 8100 billion a year.
Tax-raising ideas for the trigger
plan still were under review, the
sources said.

Clark...

City council
meets Titursday

job he has done."
The president credited
iker with giVing-the Country
"many years of outstanding
, public service::
Turning to Mrs. Heckler.
Reagan said she "brings to the job
extensive experience in the workings of government

MA "I.D, Ky
A
AP
Mayfl'iUl 8u.sinessman has been
arrested for allegedly failing to
make timely' deposits with the
federal government of $54,376
withheld from employees' wages.
Henry Stites Bennett, 42. was
charged in an information -issued
by the U S attorney's office for
the state's Western.1)istnct. He Is
vice president of Mayfield
Manufacturing Co which makes
clothing for women.
The statement alleged that Bennett on four occasions in 1962 failed to make tunely. deposals of
withholdings in social security
and federal Income taxes.
Bennett and his attorney declined to coniment on the misdeineanor charges Tuesday.
A hearing has been scheduled
Jan 21 in Paducah.

The sources said Reagan finds
the "flat-rate" apprvadi appealing because it would simplify the
tax code and bring about a lowering ol the "marginal" tax rat—
the highest percentage at which
an individual's income is timid.
The maximum tax rate currently is 50 percent. That rate applies
to the taxable income in lin,after
deductions, of $41,500 or more for
singlhersons and $115.000 or more
for married couples filing jointly.
The idea also is appealing to
budget director David A.
Sjoduzuin, who is faced with the
prospects of deficits totaling $200
billion a year and more, because
of estimates by his advisers suggesting that such an approach

•

•
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Soviets termed 'loafers'
Motivating workers is the No. 1 domestic goal of
the regime of the new Soviet leader. Yuri Andropov
Everyone works in the Soviet Union. but the standard of living is about one-half that in West Ger'refiny. One reason for low productivity is-overstaffing -- two workers where only one is needed.
Another reason is the practice of loafing, which
Soviet workers have raised to an rt•- the art of
survival in a system that fails to reward ment with
money and diverts energies to an underground.
economy.
To stimulate the work ethic. Pravda has recently
published letters from workers describing condi.
tions at their jobs. A truck driver wrote.
If you want to show up around otir place at 8
a.m., that is fine, but if you would rather come in
half an hour or an hour later, or not at all, that is
OK,too."
Loafing on the job is not isolated to the communist world. But Soviet workers have no incentive
to produce. They face no penalty for goofing off
Their inefficiency far outstrips that of the West,
whose chronic pioblem is unemployment.
The Russians brag about their full employment.
They condemn us for allowing unemployment_ But
their solution is no solution. What they have achieved is a system of on-the-job unemployment. •
•

Judge aware of problem
U.S. Chief JusticeWarren E. Burger, aware of
how rapidly the nation's prison population is rising.
has called for a nationwide effort to Change the way
prisons are operated.
Burger has called for "a national correctional
policy" and said he would soon ask Congress to
create a National Commission on Correction Practices "to review these . matters and propose
remedial programs." .0 major improvements
aren't made in.prison•conditions, said Burger, the
nation faces many violent inmate "explosions" in
the years ahead.- To head of,fa long period of turinort in prisons and
provide more htitnane and more effective treab
-• -;ment for inmates, Burger provides-.
- Improving the caliber and training of prison
officials.
-- Expanding programs that provide inmates
with education and work experience.
- Enlarging prisons and building new ones.
"One of the grave weaknesses of our prisons"
says -Berger„"has been the lack of training of
guards and attendants who have hourly-eyeball-toeyeball contact with prisoners."
'Congress would do well to act quickly in consicier- ing Chief Jusfrce Berger's proposals. In just the last
10 years. the nation's prison population has risen to
400.000, almost double the figure of a decade ago. ,
The overcrowding could get much worse if there
isn't a strong effort nationally to expand facilities.
The tougher attitude against crime is indicated by
the fact that state legislatures recently approved
123 new anti-crime laws and 37 states have adopted
mandatory sentencing.

Senate committee gives report
After an extensive examination of the FBI's
Abscam investigation and other undercover operations, a special committee of the senate has issued a
largely reassumng report.
Although the FBI was guilty of some sloppiness,
the committee, said, the agency's undercover
operatives did not lure unsuspected persons into accepting bribes. The Abscam probe, in which bribes
were angled in front of individuals, while hidden
videotape cameras recorded the action, resulted in
the conviction of even members of Congress and
numerous other persons.
Critics contended that the ,FBI employed illegal
entrapment, inducing normally law-abiding persons to commit crimes. Not so, the committee
- found. In-each instance, the person was targeted by
the FBI only after being identified as corrupt by
"an unwitting middleman."
The crediability of- the committee's findings is
stengthened by the fact that appellate courts, in
reviewing the Abscam convictions, so far have not
found a Engle case in which the conviction resulted
from a violation of the defendant's constitutional
rights. That is not to say the FBI can afford to move
farther in the direction of entrapment. It probably
has gone as far as it can go without infringing on
protected rights. However, as long as its "sting"
operations are kept clean, they can be an important
law-enforcement tool.
As the Sonata committee observed: "Abscam's
success' are likely to deter public officials in the
future from readily selling their services for
private gain."
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Henley states effects of economy on small towns
-

this property be wife, dog, gun,
s„r ies
members of this group to share the innationandexed taxes
To The Editor,
automobile i pickup truck': lour land.
After one year out of (litre. I have
nurage of a free lunch from .govern-. ,income', a virtuaLneressity durini.
Much neighborhood blight can be
tnent - with the state aria local p:eriods of high inflation %%her, „.,f
had time to reflect at leisure upon
traced to the deterioration of dwell- .seghlt•IIIS of government The increases routinel olltl'.111
1-4'.1:.1••
forces: mostly economic, which have
ing and grounds appearance and ti)
delayed pay rnent for this lunch iinly
in income from various tos
seriously affected, and which will af1,)
,
neighborhood quality of life caused
fect in the future, small towns such
ostensibly free . which has mostly
The effeil of this ei
by the inability. of new urbanites to
been consumed: but at whii:h sotto' was most nolable in those ,iiisa;
as ours As the first anniversary of
adapt their !restyles to the remy freedom occurred. I jotted down
populata011 segIllefltN Still illhille, Is towns dependent •i 1111"st ''\' '.11`"
1
quirements of a more congested sursome thoughts about economic forces
just now being felt Stagflation IA as upon tax bases resistant to in,
roundings
the east ain't upon which the first anal which were not oit,inati,
perturbing small town citizens, and
The inability to conform quickly- to -- faint warinne it is borne The rapid pegged to inflation the
feel that these reflections might be of
kit -1 up a it!:
more _urbanized surroundings has
interest to your readers Admittedly.
&chill' Ill percentage 4,1 "athirst hg-al goy-eminent.
aUN.• $.!
ream,
.
also reflected itself in a resistance to
the article is lengthy, but I believe a
manufai•turing capacity with the spiraling cost
payment of taxes andor'User feis fur
to contain thoughts to which your
resultant 14.1-4',I tic in unemploy Merit tOrt-eS Ulthilite their control.
services which were either nonexisii-',,
has foclise41 the attention of an but used In defellsr Ilf
readers might benefit from ex.•,I.
tent or were self-performed in the
posure.
. the most fanatically liberal upon the shorme t•oricept , h.enrol setting A current case in point
plight of our hlINLIless c471-111111,1111t1. government aas • ausine
Accordingly. I am submitting it to
is\sa resistance. by thew Kentucky
--which has for - deeades been living -Art tett-spettilitiC
you for use, if you wish, as It is most
I.e0dature to come-to grips with the
upon the increasingly striney 'Ur-- peheirs. and tierliaps it a.c•
assuredly. more opinion than
t
probtem of waste disposal. a NttuaCASs of previous capital 11114eNtIllellt.. tirely utireasorerble.,to
documehted fact
tion Yituch has been exacerbated by
.the result of which has been an out• sharing of the albeit terlipor.ii y
Sincerely
the - utits(itlingness. of small town
'bolded manufacturing capability' so fruits of this spending-tie.% 1,ti.t!ril'.1 -r1 1-.'-"------Melvin R Henley
activits
residents.sto pay at the local level for
lbsolets
. that many. jobs recently lost
Former MaYlir
• • •
proper disposal of waste, their past
The life of a small toy% n
will never return in their particular
experiences\ assuring them that
Nollit• ways become more dinh. iit
HI'ea:. 44 4:oriel-titration Virtually all
It is clearly understood by anyone
waste can b••,easily disposed -of by
economic forecasts predict all 1'N - because of increase,I lir .•1:..tfll• .t1.1
remotely knowledgeable concerning
throwing it inNi stream or gulley
Y•elfari• contriliutions riot ri,,/ 11,t11%
slow- upturn of the e.•oriiiir r y
trettirl
demographics that the future of this
- Contributing
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to
a
stliall V.A%ti
mule riT 7.7
unwillingness
with
utieriiployment
remainingcountry will be determined by the urhigh
pay for serv ie.\ received from
but in other aay s has to-.- n,'
For so long into the future that viiban dweller Gone since the 1930s are
government has b. on the desire of
tually. no economist will predict alien tranquil 1111e 1i1 .11.4 1..,1•1111,1 ..•\ 114
the predominantly agrarian
1111' 1 It 1.'1'111 1. .111.1 1111 1 -.1• 1 / 1 .'
Federal officials to elicit-spend i4'.;
- 111111's
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dwellers-04 Great Depression only
!ol
0,1 111.
1 1111101
111 1 1111 of
furnish a series of sery\
ces for Which
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accentuated a • trend begun in the
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Future generations as yi uaborn will
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tot tthill it- a
itics existence (if "free- services has
1 1! 11r ..
minorities remaining unemplio ,
that many small southern towns have
fmstered. the intuitive feel* that
underemployed virtually all their a here yyeltar • ontributions ale
experienced since World War II,andgovernment can solve all pnitzlems
working lives- ,LI:he 14.0111.1111. for, i's pilaw'. and especteit
a problem that even some large urtots!) Vot till
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11,
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business mirror
NEW YORK
- The word
From those who claim to know is that
if oil prices collapsed it wouldn't
necessarily be good news.
This is so, as you've probably
heard, because an economic collapse
in oil exporting Countries would
almost certainly spread to other
countries and soon threaten the international monetary system.
The word is also that if you seek to
protect U.S. industries from low-cost
foreign competition you won't bolster
the ecenottiy very much because
foreigners will retaliate against
American exports.
No matter which way you turn,
there's trouble,say the "experts."
If you decline further loans to nations that can't even afford to pay the
Interest on their debts you'll just
.make matters worse. The word from
those who know is that you'll destroy
the world economy.
.
Tau racy is stymied. You can't
raise
asHe taxes because that
will slow any recovery. But you can't
iambs where they are
Ilk
allftebeesessthen the budget deficit

witsreOrsor•

by john cunniff
And monetary policy too Those
who know say that if interest rates
get much lower they'll release inflationary demand and be selfdefeating. But they also say you can't
let them remain high or you'll thwart
recovery
On defense policy Some of those in
the know say you can't spend so
much on defense and expect to run a
productive economy And others in
the know say if you cut there might
not be any economy at all.
And executives worry that if they
spend for expansion they might find
themselves too big for the market,
and if they don't they might miss an
opportunity.
Those who study the mind have an
insight into such behavior. explainIke that when progress is'thwarted
the patient turns in on himself in
search of &Myers, disregarding the
possibility that the answer might Ile
In action.
Rather than test ideas, the patient
worries his mind about nuances that
bear loss and less on realities, rind
oventnolly corners himself in mental trap.

Ten years ago
City Councilman Melvin licolc
presented an. analysis ot the ambulance situation which will face the
..city and county. on July 1 of this year
at the meeting of the Murray City
Council
Sales of dark fired tobacco. type 2..3.
will open
the MUrrify .4)..S.• ...af
Floors on Jan IS, according to
Holmes Ellis, general manager of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers As.sociation Or It Gary; Marquardt 'Spoke at
the meeting of the Murray Rotary
Club at the Murray Woman's Club
,
Prof Robert Haar spoke about the
upcoming trip of the NIurray. State
University Choir to Europe. May 102, at the meeting of the Murray
Kiwanis • Club at the Murray
Woman's Club [louse
J M Coy Elkins will observe his
96th birthday On Jan IS
Twenty years ago
'the Murray City Council approved
the puretutaa of a street sweeper and
a new back-hoe for the Murray Water
and Sewer Systems at ler last
meeting.
•.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Liz_
zie Cox.
Recent births reported at the Murray-ttonatal include a girl to Odell
and Roszella Williams. a girt- to Mr
and Mrs. James Carter, a boy tii'Mr
and Mrs. Ray Roberts arid a his hi,
Mr. and Mrs Ray Henderson
June Crider, worthy matron, and
Budl Stalls, associate patron. presided at the meeting of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern
Star at the Masonic Hall_
Mrs.
Miller has returned
home after a visit with her son-ip-la wand daugher. Mr. and Mrs. MR
Strong and daughter. Laurie. -of
Florence. Ala.
Thirty
gto•
Billy Joe Hoaford, Hollie Lafayette
Riley and Harold Glen Dixon were inchseted.into the Armed Forces on Jan.
and reported to Fort George
Meade. Maryland.for assignment.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Martha Jones,82,

Count% Extension Accril
S V F'oy and Peggy Hendon teet lao •
'ran
for the
al soil Is -stint'
laboratory . attended a chi CI'
sttill
in sod testing by the r 'olive.. of
Agriculture :mil Home ri
s at
the University 'if Kerala ky I es
metro'
Lillian Hollowell. Nir. 4 ;
ott
Dr ora Mason and Arm - Wool!, ail!
present .1 program at the ineefiw of _
the Murray Branch of %nol o
on Association of University
Jan. 13
Selt*Ile
Mill 1."
State College.
Mr and Mrs- Within:1.1441i ei hay e
.left fir.. motor it (pt., rho 1!.1

ULCER 1
°MN A
DIVIDEND
PAIP ON

-ni€ ROAD
ToSuCCeSS
WRITE A LETTER
Letters
0 the editor are Welcomed and
couraged Al! letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification The
phone number will not be published
Letters sfiould be typewritten
and double-spaced if pwsible and
should be on topics of general inEditor.reserve the rightto condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers
Address correspondence to
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box' 1040, Murray; Ky.
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Vows said at church

PEO Group meets
at the Major home

Miss Lori L> nne circled the chapel length white tuxedo to match the
Charlton. daughter of tram. Her ensemble was bride's dress. His boutonMrs Marjorie Charlton completed by a floppy hat niere was a white rose.
and the late Dale trimmed in matching
Gene Paul Sam:lions
Charlton. and Terry Mit- lace and soft illusion. lerved as best man for
The bride carried a the groom. Steve
chell Burkett'. son of Mr
and Mrs L W Burkeen. cascading bouquet of Burkeen w a s
were mamed Friday . white roses and tropical groomsman. Both were
greenery, fern, begonia attired in silver tuxedoes
Dec 3
The Rev A H McLeod leaves and prayer plant
-Mrs. Charlton, mother
Mrs Judy Wall was the of the bride, wore a rose
officiated at the double
ring ceremony solemniz- niatron of honor She was - street-length dress. Mrs.
ed at Russell's Chapel attired in a floor-length Burkeen, the groom's
United Methodist('hurt h gown of grape quiana. mother, was attired in a
Mrs Oneida White Was The sheer collar of net- blue street-length dress
ting was trimmed in shitpianist and soloist
Each mother had a corAn arch of candles with Ill lace anti created a
spirals on zither side with drop shoulder effect with sage of white orchids
Grandparents present
tapering Boston ftfrns three-quarter length
sleeves trimmed in ruf- were Mrs Lora Wilkin-were used to decorate the
Nettie
s o n . Mrs
fles
church
Charlton. Mr. and .Mrs
The bride
Mrs -Phyllis McCuiston
The bride was given in was the bridesmaid She Paul Burkeen and Mr
and Mrs. Red Farris
marriage b her um I.- .
e an orchid chiffon
MIAS Jennie Lou Often
Harold Wilkinson
floo ength gown designShe wore a gown of ed wit\a draped neckline presided at the guest
register..
white organza over taf- and
ar bodice with
feta The Queen. Anne feathered elbow-length
Reception'—
neckline was trimmed in cape sleeves
A reception followed at
Vemse la( e appliques
the Murray. Woman's
Both Mrs Wall and Club House
that shaped an empire
waistline Long full Mrs McCuiston each carThe bride's table was
sleeves of sheer organza ried a bouquet of tiny tea overlaid with a white lace
weze cuffed at the wrists roses. daisies and lilies in cloth The threediered
various shades of grape columned wedding cake
with midi hing la-i.
The floor-length gown and la vendar
was topped with a white
was edged in yenise lace
silk bell
The groom
scallops which also enServing the guests were
The groom wore a

Chapter M of P.E.0 president, presided. Mrs
Sisterhood heard Miss Alfred Lindsey. Jr.. servAna Herron speak at the ed as secretary in the
December meeting held absence of Mrs. N.T.
in the home of Mrs. Beal. secretary.
William S. Major..
The devotion was given
Miss Herron, chairman by Mrs. Major. Mrs.
of the International Henry McKenzie
Peace Scholarship, reported on her travels in
reported that $258.000 England, Wales and
was awarded to 146 Scotland.
foreign women in the
A Christmas stocking
1962-83 year to study in held the
contributions to
the graduate program in the Educational Fund.
the United StatesMembers exchanged
She said these women "white elephant" gifts.
are enrolled in 85 colleges Seasonal decorations and.
and universities in 35 food added to the interest
states and two provinces. of the membership.
Six are attending Cottey
College, Nevada, Mo., a.' Mrs. James M.
Lassiter was a guest.
PEO owned institutionThe chapter voted to Other members present
make the following con- were Mrs. Hugh L.
tributions: Twenty-five Oakley, Mrs. Lawrence
dollars to each of the Philpot, Mrs. Frank A.
women's educational pro- Stubblefield. Miss Joan
jects — International Maupin. Mrs. Olga
Peace Scholarship, Ken- Freeman, Mrs. A.C. La
tucky State Scholarship Follette, Mrs. John C:
Fund, Continuing Educa- Quertermous, Mrs. Edtion and Cottey Scholar- ward M. Nunnelee, Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Terry Mitchell Burkeen
tained the wedding party
with a rehearsal dinner in
the social hall of Russell's
Chapel United Methodist
trip the new Mr and Mns". Mrs. Wayne Flora enter- Church.

Ms Kim Dodd, Mrs. Burkeen now are residing
Janice Heck and Mrs. at Fox Meadows.
Twilla t.afser C.
•:'''Rehearsal dinner
After a short wedding"' tvirs. L.W. Burkeen and

Lad

anti LaSSit'

All Winter Merchandise
Up To

75% Off

When it was learned
that the family of Mrs.
Otis t Lorne Steele)
Eldridge was to be in
Calloway County during
the holiday season, plans
were matte- for a family
reunion, something that
hiuNiiiiissirred in over
20 /liars, when Mrs.
Eldridge 's family
numbered 18 Now, there
are 37 members
Thirty-six were present
for a private dinner
celebration at the Sirloin
Stockade on South
Twelfth Street in Murray
at 6 p in on Dec. V. Mrs.
Eldridge was hostess and
honoree to her family
Lome Steele was married to Otis Leroy
Eldridge, Sept. 28, 1919
following the return of
Mr Eldridge from
Europe where he had
served in World War I._
They lived In the Pine
Bluff community until the
T.V A. project forced
them to relocate. They
bought and moved to the
Bob earlier farm in the
Cherry Corner commum-

astral eases+ 713-3314

3
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n our hosiery department
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ty which Mrs. Eldridge and Mitchell, of New Constill owns.
cord.
However, she has lived
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Fuin Murray since the death qua and. Allen Fuqua
of her husband in 1945. came from Gerieseo,
There have been two Allen's wife, Jill, was
other deaths in her fami- unable to attend. Mr. and
ly, Gerald Bucy, a grand- Mrs. Martin Fuqua from
Son at age of V. and Amy Oak Park, Th., and Miss
Fuqua,an infant.
Gina Fuqua of Peoria.
Mr.and Mrs. Eldridge's Ill., aIse attended.
.four children are: Lurline
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy

Imes

laVernei Bticy, Eldridge, Rt. 8, were
Ophelia "Tellie" t Mrs. there with their family,
J.D. Geurin, Charles Dr.and Mrs. Charles
Leroy iwife, Kate Eldridge and Jonathan of
Houston), and Lillie Conroe, Texas, and Mrs.
Loretta ( Mrs. Hugh) Fu- and Mrs,. Edd Adams and
qua. All of them and their Paul of _Henderson.
families were present to
Preceding the meal, as
honor their mother, guests
arrived, there was
grandmother and great time to greet
one another
grandmother.
and to look at pictures arDr. and Mrs. LaVerne ranged on five
tables by
Bucy, San Luis Obispo, Tellie and Leroy
and a
Calif., and their scrap book of newspaper
daughter's family were clippings of
Mrs.
present Dr. and Mrs.
Eldrklges family from
Ain French and children, various places
over
Ernie and Emily. from several years.
Starkville. Miss.
When the meal was
The J. D. Geurin family
Martin Fuqua, a
served,
of Rt. 5, was in attenof the gospel for
minister
dance. They were:
of Christ, led
church
the
Mr.and Mrs. Kenneth
a prayer of
in
family
the
Geurin and daughters.
Thanksgiving.
Jeanette and Jennifer,
Following the repast
Mrs. and Mrs. Donnie
Parker and daughters, Leroy led the family in a
Elizabeth McCuiston and period of reminiscence.
Tatni, and Joe Geurin, The most dramatic part
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie of the celebration was
Geurin and sons, Michael when III-year-old Mrs.

OM

Only
a penny
for each
pound
your child
weighs
for one 5x7 color
portrait* from
• No appointment necessity

a 127'

America's
hottest new
t1I I I

Age ISOM 12 reale
• Acid 1 oo tor 2 of more crificireft tquethex

'wen:oi.g•tai package

.
.

•No PASO•

°
/9
tna
4
11=
41.
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L.J. Hortin, Mrs. James
ship Fund.
_Kentucky chapters of W. Parker, Mrs. Paul W.
PEO contributed 62,427 to Sturm, Mrs. Harry
the Continuing Education Sparks and Mrs. John
Fund during 1980-81. Five Gregory.
Kentucky loans were apThe next meeting will
proved to the sum of be a luncheon on Satur89,400.
day, Jan. 15, at the home
Mrs. John Twomey, of Mrs. Stubblefield.

Thirty-six members present for Eldridge family reunion

pennya pound

Once-a-year savings
on Hones Brand Styles!

MalTc.
ry-Ledger a Times

DOWNTOWN
COURT SQ.
MURRAY KY

alhor pod from 1/17throw* 1/111
• Mondaylalliaartlip.s.titp.m.440

41:111-pip&*p.m. -.
Asesdaytill
Wednesday l*Illas.410.44.

NosShopping Cantar
Murray. Kentucky

Chestnut
41184inuf St. 71/141314

Eldridge expressed her taking, and opportunity

own feelings for her fami- to get better acquainted
and to record the
ly.
After the formalities. highlights of the 1982 holi-

there was time for
visiting and for picture

day season of the family,
of Mrs. Otis Eldridge.

Kelley elected chief
He is married to Diana
Ronald L. Kelley, M.D.,
a Paducah psychiatrist, Clayton Kqley, formerly
has been elected as' Chief
of the Medical Staff at
Lourdes Hospital.
He has served this past
year as an Examiner for
the American Board of
Psychiatry, and currently is secretary of the Kentucky Psychiatric
Association.
Dr. Kelley is a

of Princeton, and they
have three children,
Christopher, 21. Jason,
15, and Nathan, 12.
Kelley is the son of Sam
and Christine Kelley, and
the grandson of Rollie
and Lucille Kelley, all of
Murray. His brother,
Sammy Kelley. is a
freshman at the Universi-

graduate of Murray High

ty of Louisville Medical
School,
Dr. Kelley and his
associates practice in
Lone Oak at the Kelley
Psychiatric Clinic
located on South 1241 (old
Highway 45 South I.

Area center
has openings
Purchase Training
Center, located in
Mayfield, still has openings for new students.
The Training Center
operates TuEi advanced
program in diesel/Ronald L.Kelley, M.D.
hydraulics.
Applicants must have
State
School, Murray
_Veiyersity and the previous training in basic
UniveMty oT LoZMIk mechanics arexperience
in the mechanical field.
MedicalSchool.
Anyone who is inHe completed his
psychiatric residency at terested can contact the

'the Walter Reed Army local Manpower Services
Medical Center in Office or the Training
Washington,D.C. He then Center at 1-2474633.
The PTC admits
was Chief of the Department of Psychiatry at Ft. students of any race, colCampbell, and the Divi- or, national and ethnic
sion Psychiatrist of the origin to all the rights
kid Infantry Division privileges, programs and
along the 38th Parallel in activities generally • acthe Republic of Korea corded or made available
before returning to West to students at the school.
•spokesman sat*
Kentucky to practice.

Wk*C4
Italian Spaghetti
Special
S 49

- HEAR -ABBY I have a part time yob drh%ering parcelo
to homes Sorasusisea at Like very long tin:, t,,
ate an
address because half thr houses on .t street irr not
numbered anywhere *hat s %iodide from th. rro
I keep wondering what would happfn if giirne .it these
people needed the police. an ambulance or .1 fireman in .1
hurry
I hope you think this is important en, i•
1.1111t
ii

pea%

- DEAR 1).H.: I do. Headers, if your toridre., onnitt
he easily read from the street, you could 1..b.•
than a parcel

By Abigail Van Buren

Name-Dropping Son
Hurts Parents' Pride

DEAR AliiiY Our 2fr year old son. who io graduating
from law school in a few months. is being mamed soon
His fiancee is a college graduate, and they are both in
WM/fent-adults
Out sun Just informed us that he plans to take his fiancee's name rather than have her take his name! Need
leas In say_ we are akuicked_sMy husband feels. that our ion
is disgracing our family and abandeming his heritage by
doing such • thing. Our name is not difficult to spell or
pronounce It is Orliktiff Hers is Reilly
Our son explained that he may one day pursue a career
in politics and Reilly would be better than (*rlikoff he
cause Orlikoff sounds Russian. and people would be more
inclined to vote for a candidate named Reilly.
• Abby. have you ever heard of a man taking his wife's
name? My husband and I are so hurt oser this we may
not even attend the wedding We lore our son and dyn't
want to alienate him What should we do"
PROUD OltLIKOFFS
DRAR PROUD: Yes. I have heard of a man taking'
his wife's name. Please accept your son's decision
with grace and attend his wedding.'If you refuse,
you will surely alienkte him. 1 can understand your
disappointment, but your eon is an adult ana free to
make his own decisions.

TUCSON. Ariz. I AP) Salt, long suspected of
causing high blood
pressure. may pull a
genetic trigger that
sparks its development in
young,- cliemically sensitive individuals, accordtitg to animal
studies.
Dt.,Suzanne Oparil, a
University of Alabama
Medical Center physician, said Monday that
her research . with rats
shows that salt can produce changes in the brain
and nervous --system
leading to high blood
pressure.
More studies ."may
give rise to major advances in our understanding of the development
•of hypertension in man
and of ways by which it
may be prevented or
more effectively
treated," she said.
And although highly
speculative, .Ms. Oparil
said, it "might be very
useful" to test children
for a sensitivity to salt
with an eye toward
prevention.
While describing her
findings during an
American Heart Association forum for science
writers, Ms. (*aril also
said she disagrees with a
recent,' U.S‘. Food and
Drug Administration

By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
DINNER FARE
Baked Stuffed Fish
Snow Peas& Mushrooms
Blanc Mange & Cookies
Blanc Mange
An old-fashioned
dessert that is worth
reviving.
1 envelope unflavoted
' gelatin
2cups milk
1-3rd cup sugar

recommendation that all
Americans eat less salt.
About 37 million
Americans , have high
blood pressure, which, if
untreated, can cause
heart attacks, strokes,
kidney damage and other
problems. The cause is
unknown in 90 percent of
the cases.
Ms. Oparil said work in
her lab and other studies'
with animals and humans
suggest that somewhere
between 20 percent and 50
percent of all patients
with dangerously' high
blood pressure are sensitive to salt.
"There is probably a
gene for salt sensitiVity
as•related to blood
pressure,"she said.
"The evidence is not
clear" that reduced salt
intake might prevent
hypertension in those
without the genetic
susceptibility, she -said,
and dramatic salt reductions might produce side
effects.
But once hypertension
develops, she said.
"almost all physicians
would justifiably recommend sodium i salt
restriction ... as an adjunct to therapy because
it makes all the
medicines more effective."
Ms. Oparil's work in-

CHAMBER SMORGASBORD - The monthly benefit smorgasbord dinner by
Calloway Chamber Boosters will be Sunday. Jan. 18. with dinner to he served
rum noon to 2 p.m. tn the cafeteria of Calloway County High School No reservacats are necessary and all types of food appealing to men, women and Children
will be featured. In the top photo are tbe• Chamber Singers. directed by
Avaughn Wells, performing at the December dinner, and in the bottom photo
re the many persons selecting their food from the buffet line. Benefits from the
will go toward expenses of the singers to Vienna, Austria, in July 1983

DWG!! HUT I. )% INt;
•••
If you hate to write letters because you don't
know what to say, send for Abby's complete-booklet
on letter-writing. Send $2 and a long. stamped 137
cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby, Letter Book
let, P.O. Box 3i4923, Hollywood. Calif. 900314.

volved a breed of rat that
develops high blood
pressure.
When young ;animals
are given a high-Salt diet,
she said, :they develop..
more severe hypertension at an earlier age"
than rats with a normal
diet
.
The researchers also
found change's in areas of
the brain, that regulate
blood pressure and Increase activity in, the
sympathetic nervous
system, which operates
heart7-blood vessels
and other organs. High
levels of noradrenalin, a
hormone that causes
sresseLs to constrict and
thus increaseN blood
pressure, also were
found.
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BOOSR EVENT - Members of the -Murray
-lairor
Booster Club planned actfirttle
High 'Sawa
"appreciation night" at the Booster Room at the
school. The room will be open prior to the MayfieldMurray basketball game and at half time on Friday, Jan. 14, at the school. Pictured at a planning
meeting were, from left, Peggy Billington, Diane
Wagner and Ginny Hopkins.
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Sale Save $20, $30,even $50

• Leathers • Storm Coats • Jackets
• Long Wool Coats • Stadium Jackets
• Rabbit Jackets and Pant Coats
Reg 59.99 to 129 00

Stir in sugar and
vanilla until sugar
dissolves. Turn into individual molds; chill to

Shirts

Blouses

Dresses

5.99

5.99

1/31060%0ff

Solids, stripes, novelty
styles

Fail and winter style.,

Reg 15.99 to19.99

Reg. to 49 00

Skirts

Famous
Name
Coordinates

Button down
' plaids

stripes

Reg. 15.99 to 17.99

.
Pants

9.99 to11.99 9.991.11.99
Wools, gabardines, cor•
duroys

Corduroys, wool-blends

40"V
60% Off

809S. Main
Downtown
Hopkinsville

0 tO

' gabardines

Reg. to 24.99

Reg. to 42.00

Wool Blazers

Handbags

Robes

19.99

4.99

11.99

and tweeds
Reg. to 60.00
•

Reg to 11.99

Try Our New
Dry Cleaning...
Pick-Up & Delivery Service

Fleece

Solids

robes'
Reg. 23.99

_

.
- Nylon Gowns
5en
t -7 nn
ua o i.uo

Brushed
Nylon Gowns

6.99
. Reg. 11.99.

1 • •

_

..,-

.,

Reg. 11.99 to: 18 99

Dearfoam
Warill-Up

Booties . ,

50%'
Off
Reg.

_

Central Shopping Center
Hwy 641 N. Murray 753-7991
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Now 39.00 to 79.00

Sprinkle gelatin over
cup of. the milk and let
soften - 5 to 10 minutes.
Heat the remaining milk
until it is scalding hot
bubbles, will appear
around the edge: pour
over gelatin mixture and
stir vigorously until
gelatin dissolves.

10-ounce package mold: spoon strawberries
frozen sweetened over desserts: Makes 4 to
strawberries,thawed
6 servings

HEAR ABBY Hooray .for you' Just keep
that there is no excuse for failing to write .t th.tit* .
note
I have three children, age,.
and I. My
parent is to teach my children good lawb.ts 111 brn .6 ti4tt
arrives. we have a rule at our house It :1 ....itnething t.
wear, at is not worn until a thank you not. l• writtrn If
it's a toy. it may not be played with until .t tol.lit66 sou not,
ts written If WM a check or money-;it mri . not be
'
or spent until a thank you note is written
My children has,. been writing their -art
notes smiler they- werr'f ii guitird thrir tins hand. but
they -wrote-the notes and I addresied
coyel.,pcv
The older ones do it by themselves now
•
The wnting is nit ttloiitvis iferfect and neither v. the
spelling, but the gratitude is theirs, and it l•
ere
Children cannot he espeetrd ii. know what thrs hate
not been taught
When parents make es. uses for their .
/I latinr.o.
and negligence. they are in truth trsing t.. eauurie their
own failure to tench them

Play Our files Was mile Tau Vaasa

I' (.I 6 111IF WI KB 9 1 . k

1.1.1X.1.11 £ TlWI..Seclow.dni. January U. 1983

Mrs. Williams feted on 83rd birthday

datebook
Chili supper Friday

Boosters will meet

A chili supper will be featured prior to the Murray
High School aod Mayfield High School basketball
game at Murray High on Friday, Jan. 14. Serving
will be from 5:30 to 7.30 p.m. with the cost being 82
per person for chili. dessert. crackers and drink.'
McCuiston hot tamales will be sold extra.
This event will be sponsored by the Murray High
School Baseball team with funds to go toward the
spring training trip to Florida.

Club plans luncheon
The Christian Women's Club of Murray. Kentucks . will have a soup and salad luncheon on Tuesday. Jan 18. from noon to 2 p.m. at Western Sizzlin
Steak House. North 12th Street Reservations at
$3 50 per person should be made by Monday. Jan.
17, at noon by calling Gracie Erwin: 489-2114, or
Madge Woodard. 7594767
Mrs Judy Cleek, wife. mother and teacher of
Dresden. Tenn . will have a time of sharing. A time
of showing will include decorative napkin folding
and a time for singing will be by Miss Elizabeth
Herndon. Murray State University student. A
nursery for preschoolers only at a cost of 11 per
family will be at Memorial Baptist Church. The
(Iub is an interchurch group of women who meet
once a month for a luncheon progran and an inspirational speaker with no formal membership or
does All interested women are invited.

Anne R. Watkins born
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Watkins, Rt. 1. Hazel. are the
parents of a daughter. Anne Rebecca. weighing
nine pounds 11 ounces. measuring 214 inches, born
Sunday. Jan. 9, at 7 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They have thrIl.e sons, Mark. 12, Ben,8,
and Steven...6.
The mother, the former Ave Byars. is on leave
from Printing Services at Murray State University.
The father is principal of the John R. Miller Exceptional School in Henry County, Tenn. Grandparents
are Mr and Mrs. Hollon Byars and Mr and Mrs.
Thomas Watkins, all of Murray.

Singing to be at church

Mr. and Mrs. Pat Webb, Rt 2, are the parents of a
son. Austin Kyle. weighing eight pounds, measuring
19' -Inches.• born Wednesday. Dec 29, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital They have one daughter,
April. 3 The mother, the former Candy Hargis, is a
student at Murray State University. The father is
employed with Starks Brothers Mobile Homes.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Bud l Hargis, Rt
1. Alm°. and Mr. and Mrs Doyle Webb, Rt. I.
Hickory Great-grandparents are Aubrey Ahart.
lit 1, Alm). Mrs, Lucille Hargis. Rt. 3, and Mrs.
1;e5t4e Webb. Muskogee. Okla

INVENTORY SALE
COO
50' To se
Remnants
4 5

Roll Ends vide*,to $30-00 Per id- 495
IN STOCK NOW
Gim p-Foam - Drapes Cornices-Swags•Fabric
FREE ESTIMATES
UPHOLSTRY CLASS Starting Feb. 1st

Joshua D. Holtsgreene born
Mr and Mrs David Holtsgreene, 1020 Locust.
Pans. Tenn are the parents of a son, Joshua
David. weighing rune pounds five mines, measuring
21 inches. born Sunday. Jan 9. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother, the former Barbara
Bell. is on leave from Emerson Electric. Paris. Thee
father is with Knotts Foods. Inc Paris.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Jerry V. Bell and
Mrs Virginia Holtsgreene and the late Joseph
Holtsgreen. Paris, Tenn Great-grandparents are
Mr and Mrs Everett Bell. Martin Tenn

Classes On Two or Thurs. 6:30.9 p.m.
Inrollwoont.4 SUSIORI S2S.00
Call 753-0600 For MIMI Information

STOCK-UP
SALE

Ladies Toby Gale
Panties

25%

or 753-6089.
Circles of First United
Mothers Morning Out
Methodist Church will
meet as follows; will be at 8:30 a.m. at
-Wesleyan with Dr. Alice Good Shepherd United
Koenecke at 7-p m ; Ruth Methodist Church.
Wilson at church and
Mothers Day Out will
Hannah with Susie

Sale $36

Entire Stock
Today's Girl

0-

,14
.
Friday,Jan

BANANAS
Chili supper, sponsored •To ripen green bananas
by Murray High School faster, set them next to a
Baseball team, will be ripe banana.

With Trod•-ln

power for most
TM battery to meet original equipment specifications and to provide extra
787-1200
ttwu
7614201
accessories

20%

Hosiery

Off

Noble Craft Single Control

(Sued Sots)

Fell Size Electric
Blankets

$500

Entire Stock Men's
& Boys Noses
Underwear 200
/. co,

Off

Lie California &
sopa Strolghts

$SNPII

(!'amp 592 of Woodmen
of the World wiltmeet at6
p.m. at Big Joe's Family
Murray, Bass Club is
Restaurant.
scheduled to meet at 7 30
p.m. et-SiefoinStoekade.
Murray Chapter So. 92
Royal Arch Masons is
Events at First
scheduled to-meet at 7:30
Presbyterian Church will
p.m. at lodge hall.
be choir practice at 6
p.m.. youth group at 6:30
Parents Anonymous
p.m. and session meeting will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
p.rn
30
at 7information call 759-1067

Off

20%

log $35.99 We

Thursday,Jan. 13
Front Porch. Swing will
meet at 7 p.m. at First
Christian Church.

;
Friday,Jan. 14
Thursday,Jan. 13
be at 9 a.m. at First Bap- served from 5:30 to 7:30 - "
tist Church.
p.m. at the high school
cafeteria prior to the
Senior Citizens ac- Murray-Mayfield baskettivities will be from 10 ball game.
BA). to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers and
Mothers Day . Out will
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at be at 9 a.m. at First
Ellis Center.
Christian Church.
West Kentucky
Amateur Astronomers ,...Hazel Lodge No. 831
will meet at 7 p.m. at Tree and Accepted
Golden Pond Visitors Masons is scheduled to
Center, Land Between meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.
the Lakes.
— -Senior citizens acCalloway Chamber
Singers Booster Club will tivities will be from 10
meet at 7 p.m. at a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Calloway County High and Douglas Centers.
School.

Jeans

Sleep & Play
All Jr., Stripe & Solid Oxford Cloth
169. $16.05
Shirts

Jeans

Wednesday,Jan 12
James. both at 7 30p m

laciimliag Livia

20%

Lie Jr.

Community calendar
Wednesday,Jan. 12 .
Grandparents Day for
Grades 1,3 and 5' will be
at East. North and
Southwest Elementary
Schoolii Reservations for
lunch at $1.10 per person
should be made no later
than Tuesday at 3 p.m:

Ofi

Entire Stock Children's

20%

FIVE GENERATIONS" — Mrs. Nellie Williams holds her great-greatgranddaughter, Amy Roes. Standing, from left, are her granddaughter.',larynx)
Swift, her daughter, Josephine Robinson, and her great-granddaughter, Trine
Roes.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul •
Hopkins, Mc. and Mrs..;
Randy Brandon and Holly ;
Mrs. Estelle
McDougal;
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy
I
Williams, Jimmy and :
Kelly, Woodbridge, Va.

Under normal operating conditions you may never have to add water
to these batteries again.
Average Cranking Performance
74
73
27F
27
24F
24
22F

Girdles

i

man;

Coasttoeoast
MASTERCRAFT 3-YEAR
MAINTENANCE FREE
BATTERY

Entire Stock
Bras &

logloais Try 1 Stripe & Solifl
Macs, P.O. a Ns,
Das Cis

The five generations
present were Mrs.
RL 2, her
daughter, Mrs. J.D.
Josephine) Robinson. ;
Riviera Courts, her
granddaughter. Mrs.
Harold I Marylin I Swift,
her great-granddaughter.
litrs. Joe (Trine) Ross,
and her great-grejitgranddaughter. Aftty.,
Ross,all of Rt. 2.
Attending the family.
dinner were the followWS:
Mrs. Nellis Williams;
Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Williams, Mr. and Mrs.
Donnie Williams and Jacob, Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Williams:
Mr. and Mrs. J D.
Robinson, Cindy and Lori
Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. •
Harold Swift, Donna
Swift. Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Ftoss and daughter, Amy,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hancock, Christ& and
-Heather;
Mr. and Mrs. Bill •
Williams and Tina, Mr::
and Mrs. Steve Williams and Danielle. Jeff Am-

TOTAL H

SAVE ON CLOTHING

20 Oh_

The special occasion
was at the Community
Room of the North
Branch of the Peoples
Bank

Austin Kyle Webb born

UPHOLSTRY
105 N. 7th
753-0600

Entire Stock Ladies
Daywear
Slips, Half Slips,
Camisoles
s
Entire- a
Le Roi
Anklets
Hosiery
Entire Stock
Infants

neronFnd.ay, Dec 24
This was in celebration
of Mrs Williams' 83rd
birthday She was born
on Dec 29,1199

A gospel singing featuring the Phelps Sisters and
the Gospel Aires will be Saturday. Jan. 15. at 7 p.m.
at the Almo Heights Church of Jesus Christ. The
public is invited to attend. a church spokesman
said.

JONES &
GRAY

Vinyl

The Chamber Singers Booster Club of Calloway
County High School will meet Thursday, Jan. 13, at
7 p.m. at the school. Further plans will be discussed
for the monthly smorgasbord dinner to be served
from noon to 2 p.m. on Sunday, Jan. 18, in the
cafeteria of Calloway High School.
Financial projects to help toward the expenses of
the singers to Austria in July 1983 will be discussed.
Arts and crafts will be on sale at the smorgasbord
dinner Including the special spiral day-by-day
calendars featuring a special verse for each day
and to used year after year.
•

Vive generations of the
fanul) of Mrs Nellis
Williams were among
those present at a family,
birday and holiday din-

Entire Stock Men's
la Jr. Rum

99 Jeans

Socks

$2199

hag. 424.49 We

20%

Downtown Ct. Sq.
Murray, Ky. 753-3614

Off

V:7

.753-8604
Coast to Coast Hardware
$44.36444"44)"*
• I Shop ing Center °""''
,
Co
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CO COUPON
SAVE 9.00

REVCO COUPON'
SAVE 60e
I

Revco 12 Timed
I Capsules
1311.n7.

r-

ra.

rn

Revco s low.
• everyday discount
price SI 59

YOU PAY

111

LIMIIMMI=i IN

S

ORE

°UPON 1•11111•11Ma

Generic
Drugs

100% NEVER
LATE REBATE
COLOR PRINT
DEVELOPING
Check your local
Revco Discount Drug
Center for details

SHAMPOO
Reg 0!,

CONDMONER

OR FINISHING RINSE

Reg or E 1riElodv

Brut 33

SPRAY DEODORANT

STICK DEODORANT
OR ANTIPERSPIRANT SPRAY ANTIPERSPIRANT
.
Sp•cially marked
'

Generic Drugs. Just one more way
you'll save on prescriptions at
Revco. For over 2$ years,
our prescription prices
have been lowet than
the rest. Now, you
can save even more
with genersc drugs
(Ask your doctor it
\it's possible for him
to specify a generic
drug rather than a More
expensive name brand

Packages only

Revco s low everyday
discount price
LESS Si 00 Alf R REBATE

Arthritis analizesic

36 s
Revco's low, everyday
discount price
LESS S1.00 MFR. REBATE -

$ .99
- $t 00

TO RE_CEIVE YOUR $1 00 CASH REFUND
•Gond iiscorngoolo pucka.' code eveftoi from Ms 6.0
00 E 06tnn
6 100• O. 0,6110arrnon SW•roth (corm,
24• es ISO s tabrati

a

11.• 006C.114 ROWSSI

actOmplr, Kyr

peuo•o1puretwo•
•otos. IM vaikd owt•Ohe US A Ix 4.,stible• ahoni prot.ts4•4
OnN
'014•1 pea n0411111,0110 Aube.2 v' i woks O.*WM,

NAIL TO

Too *NM
PO RCN NS 1St Ago.
IL PASO Ts POOH
c•P•
Primo•

Bic Fine Point
Roller Pen
WITH TWO

FREE
MEDIUM POINT PENS

MO UN

Borden's
Crispy Round
Tortilla Chips

RIPICO'S low. everyday
discount price

Coty Musk For Men
After Shave
1 II oz
R•vco's low,
everyday
discount price

Bulbs
Lite
2pk. so

of 75 *Mt
Revco's low,
everyday
discount price

Lip Treat Gloss
By Cliapstick
Ass?
Revco's low,
everyday
discount price

BUY TWO
GET ONE FREE,

*Colgate
Toothbrushes
!, It
Revco's lew,
evuryday
discount price
USE THIS COUPON ANO
GET ONE FREE TOOTHBRUSH
Akio 10 C04v610 Fro* 1°001,101,e, ,r1.,

Bausch & Lomb
Solution
Saline
It
Arm &
Dermax Cleanser For Hammer
Him Or For Her
Oven
H IIih• Cleaner
8

at

Revco's low,
everyday
discount price

Revco's low
riPritday
discount price

MURRAY

Bel Air Shopping Center • 753-8304

POWS THE-IRMA Al.1E,- 1.1.01.2.R a T1‘11.%. S,Jai day.Januar)12. 1113

IT'S THE TOTAL ON THE
TAPE THAT COUNTS!

Tioesdely. Ass. 1111.'93.
VI.ripeorre th. riebi

evereetiee erml
correct pfiatia, twee*

Store Hours
Morava&
7-10
9-6 Sun.
Southside
7-9
9-6 Sun.

PACKER'S LABEL

5112. FRENCH
1 Lb. COFFEE
FRIES

U.S.CHOICE
BONELESS

ENGLISH
ROAST

SAG US OWN
ILLOW

BEEF

ONIONS ..

SHORTRIBS
u.s. osoKs
•110141UISS
SIRLOIN TIP
STEAK
U.S.04040•60141FLISS
SIRLOIN TIP
ROAST
FWD'S•CHUNK
BRAUNSCHWEIGER

mon

SNOWINNITS•102

BROCCOLI
no« men •ISCT.
GRAPEFRUIT
CRANKY fAVT14
APPLES

MUSHROOMS
CRISP • NI CT
CELERY
OILKIOUS

MaINTOSN •SW
IL. SAG

.1 09
$

APPLES

TASTS 011A•PROM
FISH
STICKS
FLOUNDER
FILLETS
RUSPOOT
4 LB. CARTON
LARD

Lb

GENEkIC LABEL

2 Liter SOFT

DRINKS

79
GIANT Sal•4501.

SOU

BOLD III
morn • 210

CHARMIN TISSUE
DK moons• 11102
SWEET PEAS

CATSUP

OIL MONTI• NO 1'

HIS CT •LIPTON

PINEAPPLE

TEA BAGS

SUNNY • 1401

DITTY CROCIUNI•Slot
POTATO BUDS
HUNT'S•

RYE BREAD
01

WESSON OIL

CAMPBELL S • 46 C.'

TOMATO
JUICE

WHOLE TOMATOES

0414111111C Wilk•4 OZ

MUSHROOMS

GOMM LANS

AMOUR

014111111C LAM • 14 OZ.

HArseuaoss DILLS

MR

AIM SAUCE

0414111K LANK•los

LAM
04141111K
tIMON 01$04 UQUID.
CARTON GENERK CIGARETTES

Upshots
.. i

$41" •

The Surgeon Goner& His
Dmorment Dot Cigarette Smoking
Is Dequess to YOW Health

Wiring

,

139

$

APPLE JUICE

spaPECJAL

$453

474

•

OSIMIC LAOIS 64OL
•

FRUIT COCKTAll

10 's

SI Os. 996

rI OileA13

rms2m211

2s«994,
I I LOG CASON
SYRUP
NOR..

II I SAUCE
asNeicompes•ifte Illas
, ..,

um.....•owe.Goo-.
Am 1111 MS

I I

-

$1 SO

MO Ills Caups.•Uri0.
9
Aso Cawsma.•Cams.egiften
hos MI NMI

airmim MUD ••••am:
:II CLE am= aims=Z
.

MANUFACTURER'S
REDEEM YOUR
WILL
MS
VALUE.
DIOUBLE THE FACE
COUPONS AT
VALUE.
EXCEED SO FACE
PRODUCTS.
TO
NOT
COUPONS
COFFEE OR DAIRY
TOBACCO,
ON
"CooP•0P6r ben
NO FREE COUPONS. Usait Ch
- HQ COUPONS
As Specified

.
P444.9Till MI Kit 41 .ki 11.1114.11

1 IMI'

rdnr,da .1,1ougr% 12 Nat

Gallons of pizza sludge haunt Wellston, Ohio
from sinking an a morass
of mozzarella by Clinging
to a buoyabi. black olive
and rowing to safety with
a sesame seed breadstick
for an oar
You may recall the
% story The
original new.
folks in Wellston, Moo,
, pop 1,100 I were overjoyed when a frozen pizza
firm opened a plant in
town Their dream's of
1.000 new jobs turned to
nightmares when .400,000.
gallons of pizza sludge.
compounded of flour..
tomato paste, mozzarella. peppers and pepperoni, clogge.iI
Wellston 's industrial
sewage s% stein Fears
grew that the giant
sludge would eventually
fill the sewage plant's
holding lagoon and
overflow into an akotn-

OHIO TOWN.
That • headline has
haunted me since last
Sunday night phen I indulged my criVing for; a
combination hot sausage,
onion, anchovy, pepGIANT TIDE OF PIZ- peroni and green pepper
Z A S•LUDGE pizza with extra mozTHliEATENS SOUTH zarella and a double dab

RIDGEFIELD, Conn.
x (AP I - Tlie young Year's
most haunting headline
so far appeared over a
news story out of
Wellston. Ohio

Kentucky schools chosen
to participate in program
LEXINGTON, Ky
- Ten public school
systems in eastern Kentucky have been selected
to take part in a voluntary program aimed at
improving the academic
performance of students.
The program will also
reveal ways that state
education officials can
help local school
districts, said Superintendent of Public Instruction
of,Raymond Barber.
-In December, Barber
invited 25 school systems
to volunteer for the project. which is designed to
help students who consistently score below the
national norm on the
state-required basic
skills test.
Seventeen districts
were wI1TTTTg to participate, he said, but
there was only enough
money for 10. He said
each of the selected
districts will receive up to
820.000 from the'state and
special aid from a team
of state education staff
members._
Those selected include
the Jackson, Lawrence,
:
Lktcher, Magoffin, Mar=
tin, Menifee and Whitley
county systems, and the
Covington, Providence
and Richmond independent systems.
Barber said the 10
districts chosen "are the
ones we.feel we can help
the most at this time."
Superintendent Jack

Burkich of the Letcher
County district said Monday that he was glad to be
picked.
"We believe it's 'going
to be a real opportunity
for to to improve on otu,
instructional program.
he said.
Burkich.said he thought
his students' test scores,
on the CoMprehimsive
Test of Basic Skills, taken
each spring by Kentucky
youngsters in grades
three, five, seven and 10,
should improve after the
program.
- Harold D 'Webb.
superintendent of Richmond Independent
Schools, also said he expected his students' test
scores to climb next year.
"It will be a shot in the
arm," Webb said. "I
would be hesitant to say
that out of one year we'll
see.tremendous improvement. But I would by. IXnorant to say they 'test
scores 1 wouldn't go up
somewhat."
Last year, Kentucky
students in the third, fifth
and seventh grades
outscored their counterpas across t1W-iiiition.
But the state's 10thgraders fell below the national average in all
areas tested this year.
Barber said he hoped
success of the program
Would gain more funding
for educational improvement from the 1984 Kentucky General Assembly

Contract issue settled
FRANKFORT, Ky.
1AP ) --- A tiff over
whether the Kentucky
Housing Corporation
should submit certain
contracts to a legislative
panel has been settled
amicably.
It occurred Tuesday
when some legislators expressed displeasure over
the housing corporation's
notion of what constitutes
a personal service contract.
.
The Personal Service
Contract Review Sub- conunittee was checking
into fees for bond counsel
under a 850 million bond
issue already approved
by another panel, the
legislative Program
Review Committee.
One member, Sen. Ed
Ford, D-Cynthiana, said
he thought it was
understood that all contracts between the housing corporation and
others would be reviewed
by the subcommittee.
Ford told KHC executive director F.E.
Warren that he "was
shocked to find out you
disagreed with me."
Warren replied that he
did det consider KHC's
arrangement with bond
counsel, fiscal consultants and such to be
true personal service col).
tracts ;because the bond
counsel, for example,
represents the -bond
buyer( interests, not the
state.
Warren also said Program Review already
ii had looked over all bonding matters "in great
detail," which he said he
, considered sufficient
i legislative review.
1 !Ford reed the statutory
)
of a personal
defiedbon.
,4 •oarvict contract. saying
At includes anyone hired
isr senices without corn, patttiVealdding•
Rap. Hank List of the
contract subcommittee
said he believes "the
bond counsel works for
die dade...The person
thebond in no way
til Oates In paying
r

/

liEhi

Warren acknowledged
that KHC selected the
bond counsel and that the
Relevant fees are paid by
the state.
But he maintained the
difference from.regular
"

contract is that the
counsel represents tigt
buyers'interest.
Warren said his concern is what he called
needless duplication in
explaning all this to two
legislative committees.
List replied that the
panels have different
missions.
-Program Review
looks at the merits of the
issue as a whole," List
said. "We just look at the
merits of the contract."
The matter was resolved when Warren Said he
had no problem with submitting the contracts to
the contract subcommittee. He agreed to submit the bond counsel's
contract for review on
Feb. 8, the next meeting
In other action, the subcommittee approved a
computer-management
contract ranging up to
$200,000 for Eastern Kentucky University, but
with the understanding
that the school would offer to share its new expertise with other universities.
Rep. Bob Jones. 1)Prospect, the subcommittee chairman,
wondered if the panel
*would be facing similar
requests from the other
schools. He indicated that
whatever information
they could use from
Eastern would cut costs
to taxpayers.
There was a spirited'
debate about a $34.050
audit contract for the
state Transportation
Department before it
finally was approved.
Involved and already
done is a spare parts inventory of III warehouses
and equipment repair
garages throughout the
state on material dating
from 1975.
It MU handled by
Christen, Brown & Rider
of Louisville at a cost of
$1975 per man hour plus
travel expenses.
-This is a ripoff in a
time of recession. said
Rep. Willard 'Woody"
Allen. R-Morgantown,
who voted against the
contract.
But Jones said it would
hardly be wise for the
Transportation Depart.
meet to audit itself.

mulligan
stew
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
of garlic. Large size, to
go Three nights in a row
I woke up screaming lust
in time to avert being
devoured by giant man
eating anchovies Then
last night I was saved

..•

.

mg creek. According to
Richard Devlin, the
town's _safety director,
the slushy mass cannot
be buried because of its
high acid content and
Might even begr to move
underground.
If pizia leftovers can do
this to a municipality's
pipes and sewers, I have
been trying to iivoid
thinking what they might
do to our personal plumbing
I am sure the mimic
moguls already are pacinipoolside at the HeverHtlls Hotel trying to
dc, se a blockbuster
nu.% lc out of Wellston's
gispe predicament.
Will it tie another horror film" "It came from
550 degrees THE I HANT
MOZZARELLA THAT
MASTICATED

MASSILIA"
Wellston
will have to be sacrificed
as the loc,ale in fovo‘ of
Massillon for the sake of
Hollywood alliteration
Or
perhaps :Mt aticr
Mafta tnovme
•••REVENGE THE ;10E A T II
It
REG URGITA FES
May be the moguls %ill
:all upon
Peter
Benchle
to turn
Wellston'
tide into
a money -spinning sequel
to "Jaws.- with wancaging anchm ie.. the
kind tel loose in in%,
dreams. proviihni4 the
melodramatics, Thu.
movie flacks. of course.
would have a prose ficH
day -SLAUGHTER R
THE Slit •• • ;t
WITH t; AR 1.1 "
"MALICE AND At(
?ARE! i. Li

TT

SPECIALS

Gilson
Auto
Repair

410 So. 4th St.
OWNERS
Jim Gilson (Thumper)
Teresa Gilson
•Tunio-Ups
•Brako Work
•Engine Oyarhoul & R.poir

Tune-Up on V-8
ONLY'14"for Labor
Call 753-8063

NOW START
OLLECTING
BEAUTIFUL
SET OF
STONEWARE

JIM
ADAMS

FEATURE
ON SALE
THIS WEEK:
°N§
C
ACH

Presenting fine imported
Stoneware from the
D44.4.1e. C0ttea.4"...
In three beautiful patterns.
Hand decuratod Danieii•

. • Nitre, IS

made from specially prun.o...:

ay

Glazed arxf fired at hegh temp, duces

Teatimes

this beautiful stunftwarn ha.. r•• epbonai
durability

and
yours at tt-.

strength

now it can

be

'

stance

And

49C11,11 INK .45'
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,Featur•-of-tha-week piece* Only

New Spring

With soch SS 00
port hose

Bid Peal*

A different place setting piece
featured each week for

15BIG WEEKS.
Each place setting piece is

featured

three
different times thrOUghout the program

Buy as many polices as you wish.

FEATURE-OF:ME-WEEK SCHEDULE
r.t.

1100.
mit..

C
gr

onoce•..
••••

C
AOP

3

SaUCer

• ...ri

l
b.

DCr %eV-

69c69c 69c69c 69c
MACH
I
a
.
pocks»
.0-

gads
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lAcK
.
10*711
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, EACH
$12'
%OM

.

A 40-Piece
Matching accessories
Service for Eight also available:
stoneware ,sitteEtroo
can be yours purchase
•
for only
• Soup Ceram noels tii) • Sinai
$2760
- These beautiful accessory pieces..are available at
love calculi)COMplq• yOu*
ffputtiod.•

Serving Bowl

•
.Ssuger

•Casserole* Corer

•Your choice of pattern

Start your collection

Creamer

• Vegetable/Bowl
• Round Pt As,.

• Cowry BO&* Stand •, • Safi I Pepper

on our plan!

* • Buller psh W

COver

•Mugs(21

.0
•

1'414 IA !III MI RN 41.
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Where Low P
12TH TNI
BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

HOME OWNED
AND
OPERATED-

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

WEEI4 (LY SP

WEEKLY SPECIAL

WEEKLY SPECIAL

IBM'S
TRUCKLOAD SAL

CREJ

polo
11013MT 4/$1
Noma
NOT
WONT
3/eV
3/61
SNOWOOAT PORI MANS 3/$1
300 Sal CANS

auu

ti

WEEKLY SPECIAL

SUPER

SUPER INFLATION FIGHTER

ir F- LATIO

SUPER INFLATION

AN'S APP

ICE

EVERYDAY LOW SHELF PRICES 'CRACKERS
5/$1 CHEEZ.IT
li lUID Mil"
a

II
AUCE Name
32 OZ.$1 99 ;

ten.

FASWIFT LIQUID

$1 19 SWEETENER ... 1201.

16 OZ.

16 OZ.

IMES CORN

HOT COCOA

BEANS

SNACK ....

. 12 OZ.

02

I

79

1"

$

TNASII CAN

•so IND
$

LINERS
OLD EL PASO SUPER

TACO SHELLS

Al STEM

9.

SAUCE
TEA BAGS
t1111111

TEA BAGS

100 CT.
SUNLIGNT DISN

TANI II 110111t

CLEANER
IKON

$1 49
45 OZ.

•

s am
1rillm.w
MA=
7
.

LIQUID

NAINIU.T11 TAU MOM

CNEESE..njoz.3/$ 1 wv BAGS

WISNIONE ITALIAN SALAD

DOVE DISNVIASNING

DRESSING

LIQUID

$1 09
22 OZ.•

CASH POT
THIS WEEK WIN $300.)
LAST WEEKS NAME:
'
Madeliene Jones, Hoz!
PUNCHET
NOT
CARD

HEALTH Et BEAUTY AIDS

COUNTRY HAM GIVEAWAY!!
COMTREX
HEAD SR SMOULDERS

REGISTER FOR A FREE COL. LEE COUNTRY_
HAM DRAWING AT 3 P.M. ON. SAT. JAN.
15M. NEED NOT BE PRESENT TO WIN.1
.REGISTER AS OFTEN AS YOU LIKE AT STOREY'S
100D GlAiii.

14N

U TH1. 111411141.14

1.1.111.1 14 A I 1%11

rtinr.41
:4

Januar% 11 1 411.1.

vicesOriginate

— NO COUPONS OR STAMPS NECESSARY BOUNTY

PAPER TOWELS

12TH THRU TUES. JAN. 18TH
JUMBO ROLL

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

STORE HOURS:
8 a.m. - 11 p.m.
EVERY DAY

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH 510.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

CLY SPECIAL
CHOICE
-5,41111111LESS CHUCK

cREAM___
sow'

'FLATION FIGHTER

fitaillY PACK GROUND

FIELD SLICED

BEEF

BACON
I4

CIAL

129
FL ATION FIGHTER

AN'S APPLE

ICE
1 19

12 OZ

WEEKLY SPECIAL
U.S.D.A CHOICE
FAMILY PACK CUBE

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS CHUCK

STEAK
$249

STEAK
la.

199
411 SIZE PINK
I

39

GRAPEFRUIT..4/$ 1 STEAK
10 COUNT BAG

LEMONS

"
1

3 1.1. BAG YELLOW
4

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS RIB EYE

ONIONS
FRESH GREEN BUNCH

BROCOLLI

LB.$399

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS STEW

994 MEAT
LB $ 1 69

LB $1491

19

BOLOGNA

$1 19

FIELD PRO-LEAGUERS

$

9 WIENERS 1202. LB. I
SAUSAGE.. .0.$1'
FAMILY PACK SLICED SLAB

FAMILY PACK CUT-UP

LI

LB $ 11

FIELD SLICED 12 OZ.

BONUS PACK PORK

STORE MADE PORK

SLICED BEEF

99' LIVER

$169 HAM

CUTLETS.
CHOPS

FAMILY PACK GROUND

694 CHUCK

BRYAN SMOKED PICNIC

FRESH PORK

794 FRYERS

LB

494 BACON

LB

$ 1 49

DELI SPECIALS

%ME:
Hal!'
'CHU

CHICKEN SNACK BOX
B.B.Q. HAM

$125
to $299

MiTCNIWI

B.B.Q. SANDWICH

PRODUCE
TIMM MVOS,MU ORANGES

TANGELOS' tianol
MIX OR MATCH

44/99'

$ 1 15

BAKERY SPECIALS
0A; 694

WHITE BREAD
COOKIES

.

CHERRY TURNOVERS

DOZEN

$1 19

tau 39'

•
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Face Tech on TV,- Friday

Greene's 29 leads MHS

Racers beat EIU,84-78
The Racers awesome as Purdue or
By JIM RECTOR
demonstrated the proper Missoun. They're not as
Sports Editor
CHARLESTON,11.1. - way to fight for a victory timidating as Illinois
Murray State's 84-78 vic- with 10 straight previous State but their quickness
and one-on-one stuff plus
tory at Eastern Illinois- wins as experience.
Murray sank 18 of 21 their jumping ability
Charleston Tuesday was
a classic David vs free throws in the last makes them tough. If
Goliath confrontation five minutes hitting 34 of they could keep their first
flve on the floor they
The only problem was 39for the entire night
Lamont Sleets hit 11 of could play with most
figuring who was underdog David and who was 11 in a 21-point night and teams In the nation"
Brian Stewart popped
Goliath
Winless VIP played at eight of eight for 20 total
Murray won't have an
tunes like a 12-0 team points while playing the opportunity 'to test thl.ir
Green
Glen
entire
game
rather than the 0-12 team
abilities against most
they are flitting 56 7 rwr- topped all the Racers teams in the nation, but
seventh
his
22
with
points,
, ent from the floor in the
Friday they play Ohio
first half. the Panthers straight game of Xi or Valley Conference foe,
more.
had Murray Ill the ropes
Tennessee Tech, a team
With such steady' guard
ea t-1
Greene says will be -as
tenacious
and
scoring
1 heir st1( kba4 ks
- high as a team can get helped their pert entage man-to-man defense in'
early but they shot them the second half, the
The game will be
in from all over I knew Racers overcame is six - regionally televised from
thes wrre a !ot•ii team 16111t PAU advantage to Cookeville. Tenn . and
lake the lead permanent- besides the conference
and by t;,•sh that's wt1)
1.1 a • worried before ly at the 4.17 mark.
value. MS1,1,01-11--be-pro-hand " said MS1' Ordirlr. Front thFri. they didn't Le( ling an -11-gante winnhit a single field goal ing streak
Ron f ;reenc
operating their four-towere
ers
Green' •s
oto,iously outsited facing score offense but they
'According to Greene.
su4 h sp4•411116•11N as 6-11, still outscored the host 16 the Racers have addi280 pound f reshman to 8 The saving per- ttonal worry,
Everybody ts - shooting
Kevin Duckworth who hit. formance at the line is.infi e f eight he'd goals dicative of MSC's success for us. Tonight is another
lot J points and 6-8, 240- at the stripe this season example that we are briith,T-I )irk Androff.. a Murray has visited the inging out the best in our
tight -end on• the football line 375 tunes. 255 suc- opponents Why, it's like
team. who hit five of six cessfully, and their op- Tennesse Tech Coach
for !Hants
ponents have hit 121 of 179 , Tom ()cabin , pulling for
Fly en the 1-11' guards attempts there
us tonight Ile called Inc
The Murray victory earlier anti told Mt' 'don't
play IA bigger than their
averages espr4 ially TIII1 illhough coming against let those 64'.1)S, EIP. beat
a winless team was more you up there because we
a f rairls wit per
W)
i,,,A nn• man , who canned than the whipping of A want to break your streak
10 of IA from outside for push-over The Panthers Foilay night
22 tot.d Kevin Jones ;ohP have lost to such powers'
the Panther as Purdue, Missouri, Iled
au.se of an equiplinois State, Brigham
front, ouittoo
failure, the box
ment
(Math
the
and
Young
11.1,1 .play
If vi
- ally lowly vise hut Murray Valley duo, Morehead Arore' for the Murray
Stat-Ea stern Illinois
tonight v... %mild and Eastern KentUCky—
Samuels said Murray game was not received
hay t• v.on • ...awl Eli'
Ito k Sarmiels was comparable in some Own the Associate()
'rim problem right NO% was s to their earlier op- Press The statistics will
pressors -Murray is a appear in the Thursday
11144 We'rl• trying so hard
edition of the Murray
not to lost- rather than very good ball club
I A.dger anti Times
not
physically
as
They're
try Mr hard to win "
- • -- —

Monica -Greene, the close in the opening half.
By CHRIS EVANS
Sports Writer
lady Tigers S-11 center, • A first quarter sA point
Murray's Lady Tigers once again led the lady Lead quickly slipped out
were having quite a chore Tigers in scoring with an of the host's hands as the
turning back their outstanding 29 points, Paducah Tornado gained
Paducah Tilghman which will assist the ground, yet never led
guests Tuesday night un- ,senior in hanging on to a MRS. However, when
til a cambimition of No. 1 scoring slot in the Lady Tigers busted out of
their stalls in the final
things got the offense go- region.
Greene. who shot 13 for half it was doornsday fer
ing in the final period, according to Murray skip- 19 froin the field i 68 1 and the whirl wind.
Donna Rousse, Murper Jim Harrell. The hauled in 13 rebounds
hosts went on to emerge said modestly,•'I just like ray's No. 2 and the
victorious 63-46 and null to go out id have a good region's No 5 scorer, was
held scoreless in the
game." el
the team's record to 6-4.
"I put a JOt of pressure opening half but returned
"I told them at halftime
we needed to get the on myselfto have a good in the second with
momentum going our game." said Greene, the tremedous bounce for 18
way," said Harrell. "And daughter of MSU head points. Diana Ridley addright there when we need- coach Ron Greene. She ed nine points while
also has noticed that be- fighting foul trouble
ed it, we got it
Harrell said gaining the ing the top scorer in throughout the contest.
momentum along with Region I has caused the.
4:ame Slab
at Murray
getting the ball inside and opposition to sometimes
MURRAY
good shooting helped turn put their own added
Soutar,to! oo 1.foto,* 111-3?).
Ro,,j..4111 1441r, 11-41r Swift'11
•
a halftime single point pressure on her
t...,
St 1 I.
0.1 Cl Team Mtals
"We wanted to play aglead into a fourtlrquarter
PADUCA111 46,
rally at one point in the gressive," said Harrell.
net I-4 11 Terrell 11 2 Hay 1161
la 11ii
final period the Tigers led The Murray coach said 6 1.,nes
7: Tram Weals
by 18 points I and even- that doing so got his team
Myer• 1-4
1.arn r.. ,!4-14
tually into a Murray in early foul trouble and Isadta-ati 4
1.411.% :4 Pin
nrr
in turn kept the score
triumph

Ricky Hood

Hood named 0
Player of Week
Murray State center
NASHVILLE, Tenn I Al'
Ricky Hood has been named the Ohio Valley Con(erect payer of the week for his play in games
against Youngstown State and Akron
The 6-foot,7 Ho(xl scored 50 points and -pulled
down 19 rebounds as the Racers: 10-1, grabbed a
pair of ()VC wins to push their winning streak to 10
games
Hood, a senior from Montgomery, Ala.. scored 25
points in each game, hit 18 of 31 field goal attempts,
three
handed out eight assists and came up with •
steals
Austin Peay's I Rinnie West. a -foot-11 guard iron)
Springfield. Tenn., was named rookie of the week
West scored' 32 points. grabbed 11 rePunits and
had 12 assists as Austin Peay split weekend games
with Morehead State and Eastern Kentucky.
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CC 7th graders beat-Benton
Auto parts you need.

Mena. ori•CA
MOS* iit, /0Os

Open Mon-Sat 8 .1.

WI

The Callaway County
Middle School seventh
grade girls downed host
Benton 39-19 in- Tuesday
action.
Tona Camp paced
Calloway with 10 points
and seven rebounds.
Camp wasa perfect 5-forfrom the floor. "She
played her best game so
far," Coach Peter
O'Rourke said.
Melissa Butterworth

at "true discount prices."
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chipped in six points and
pulled down eight rebounds. Joanna Gibbs
connected for eight
points. Angela Woods
contributed six with
Christen Ruccio added
five. "I was pleased with our
play," O'Rourke added.
"They are one of the best
teams we've played all
The

Sorld.4,

10-30%
Off Sale
Charles Doly
Wool Shirts
flollofill Vests
Hollofill Jackets
Himalayan Thinsulote
Parkas
Walls Down Jackets
Woolrich Chamois Shirts
Hollofill Underwear

Sports Specialists
Glows St. Mem,/
753-0703

.4
-•
•

Calloway eight

Oution•
Arweys imp•stp4P•

CIP
tea
1.99 L.•
LIPP amp &yr
•

REGION LEADER — Monica Greene, the Region 1 leading scorer, helped her
average and her team last night as she led all scorers with 29 points in a win over
Paducah Tilghman.
Staff photo by Chris Evan'

grade team also will face
Benton at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday at Calloway.
The • Calloway County
Middle School seventh
grade boys defeated Benton 53-39 Tuesday.
Shane Paschall and
Fred Jones shared scoring honors for Calloway
with eight points each.
Calloway ran its record to
3-1.
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Billy's back in pinstripes
NEW YORK ap)
• Realm' Billy Martin, like
a veteran boxer who
refuses to go down for the
count, answered the kit
for round three as
manager of the New York
Yankees on Tuesday
Bearing well the scars
of two previous. stormy
stints as the Yankees
skipper, Martin was accompanied to the stadium
for the announcement by
his agent. Judge Ed Saw
of New Orleans. and by
Yankee boss George
Stembrenner.
Both Martin and Steinbrenner vowed this round
would be different than
the first two, when Martin. once fired and once
resigned under pressure.
left in turmoil and,
literally, a flurry of punches.
Sources close to both
the Yankees And Martin
said the new manager
would receive about
$500.000 per year for five
years, making him the
highest-paid manager in
baseball.

••We're entering a new
era, for the third time,"
Steinbreimer said at a
news conference.
"To be. No. 1 in
pinstripes kind of sticks
with you," said Martin.•
Yankee jersey emblazoned with the numeral one
hanging on the dais in
front of him "I could
have George Stembrenner sat out and waited for
managers to tiunbie and
a job to open up. But
when George called me
and I saw he was excited,
and I was excited, that
W3it
'Now, it's up to me to
do the job.**
Martin was fired by the
Oakland A's last Oct. 20,
making him available to
the Yankees. He left a
club that finished fifth in
the American league
West and inherits from
Clyde King a club that
finished fifth in the AL
East last season. King,
whg tnankged _Lhe
Yankees forNbe-Iiiit twe
months of the 1982
season, moves into the

Cincinnati Reds draft Langdon No. 1

NEW YORK AP)
((liege ( Fla
last year. ha% e matte munit
The Cincinnati Reds, who Leroy Ted Langdon. a t e top choice in.
.•
posted the poorest record lanky. right-handed pcir baseball's amateur free front office. Illumine chief In the National League cher from Brevara Com agent draft
advisory duties with
another former manager.
Gene Michael.
In becoming the first
man to get three chances
The best person to see about
to manage- the' Yankees.
HEALTH INSURANCE may be your
Martin takes his seventh
managerial job . since
car, home and life agent!
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LAKER LEADER - Calloway County's Craig
Darnell led his team to a convincing 73-67 victory
over 4-10 Sedalia Tuesday night. The win pushed the
Lakers'record to 7-4.(Ledger and Times file photo)

••

Lakers beat
Sedalia 73-57
The Lakers his 15 of 24
Calloway County's
Laker basketball team from the free, throw line
boosted its record to 7-4., and 29 field goals. while
Tuesday night with a 73- Sedalia sank 11 of 19 free
57 Win over Sedalia, throws and had 23 field
thanks to a big scoring goals.
night for Craig Darnell
Calloway opened the
and Keith Lovett.
throttle quickly, moving
Darnell led his team to a 21-9 lead at the end of
with 24, while Lovett the first quarter. and
chipped in 22,. as Sedalia never threatened,
Calloway coach Jack although they came back
Pack saw an opportunity within eight at halftime
to use his entire bench.
36-24
Sedalia, which slipped
to 4-10, was led by Ken
Anderson who was tied
with Darnell for the
game's top scoring
honors with 24. Jeff Britt
and Brad Rickman each
had 10 in the losing effort.

Wo12•1411
CALLOWAY In)
Thsenell 24 flotteelorth 1 4:serum II
Lovett 22 SkIn•wr k. Alexander 4.
Sheridan 2 Pulls 0, Ray S. Albritten
akteup 0
•
SEDALIA 1621
Anderson 24 Knit 10 Hickman 10 Wig
guts 7 Huger, I M.- Alpert 2 Brinklei I
Vulcher• Jackson 0 England 0
tiathune •• ore
24

( allow/ay II Sedalia

NCAA votes to
toughen sfinidiards

-0

Boys Prep

"It was an awfully good
win, to say the least,"
Newton sold -I've grit to
compliment Wimp
iSantlersofi r and Ns learn
for coming back. A trim
with -less character
wouldn't have been able
to come back the way
Alabama did tonight
Sanderson _blamed
himself for the-defeat

Ken Lake tennis tourney
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Larry Krouse Insurance

759-9888,

Meet The Friendliest
Sales Staff
In Town!

$3.29
We combined our delicious Pride Fned* Chicken
with our Country Biscuits to come up with one
special meal! And all for only $3.29! You get
two pieces of Pridefried* Chicken, fried too
crispy, crunchy, golden brown Served complete
with two hot, flaky, fresh-made biscuits, fluffy
mashed potatoes, creamy gravy and fresh cole
slaw. It's a whole 'nother reason to

Meet Seise &atm
Mel I. Morris 'ken
wife Shirley letterworth Morris sad
thildren landre,
Gerry & levies eve ea
Wells Isteetied.

Take Another Look At Jerry's!

•
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Meet ferry
Paiwiergress whose
wife Pet Warren
Peadergress end
ekildree leery, Pei
Trecy he is 'Wilsey.

Meet Will lid Travis
whose wife fey.
White Travis end
cheeks. Dines, trim
Idille eve is it. II
lAwrey.
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Pride-Fried'Chicken
& Country Biscuits
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Girls Prep
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Vandy beats 'Boma,81-79
tion's 10th-ranked team
.81-79 at Tuscaloosa, Ala.
- Newton had coached at
Alabama with some success fin- 12 years before
leaving for Vanderbilt
last season Newton's
1981-82 team had a
modest 15-13 record, but
this year the Commodores are off to one of
their best starts in years
with an 11-4 mark

.

Basketball Scores
........
....,..,..,...,
....iv_

uonso. 62 41••••, 4?

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
CAW. Newton spent
many years trying to
build up the Alabama
basketball program.
Tuesday night, he
worked at tearing it
down.
"I thought we played as
well as we could play,"
said Newton after his surprising Vanderbilt Commodores upset the rut-

.

•

s

Don't Forget Our 11.9%
A.P.R. Financing On All New
1982 & 1983 Chevrolets
liStockl

Meet Gee* eekinette
'hese wife is Sheik;
lows Belwasaa sad
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Dwain Tay or Chevrolet Inc.
641 S.
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753-2617
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Elevator operators face 10 felony theft counts

HEALTH

HOPICINSVILLE. Ky.
API - The prosecution
contends that two
brothers operating .the
Lawrenc• E. Lamb,M.D. Wathen Elevator grain
company in Henderson
morning while lying flat on something for me or is it too were
involved In a
something
bed
my back la
late'
''check-kitirqg'
scheme.
went SNAP at the trent of
DEAR READER - It
Assistant Commy right shoulder It caused depends on what you really
much pain
have I would certainly sug- monwealth's Attorney
I went to a chiropractor gest that you va
:
t your William Polk claimed in
who took X-rays and said it doctor You may
an opening remarks Tues*as not a broken bone or evaluation by a doctor day that Richard S.
arthritis . He gave me 20 skilled in physical psedicine Wathen Sr. and Robert
treatments on my spine and If you have contracted mus- Wathen "were robbing
back of the arm
cles or a torn ligament he Peter to pay Paul."
After seven months 1 still may be able to improve your The brothers are accushave pain and cannot book flexibility If there are torn ed of writing $1.3 million
my bra in the track or swing structures in the shoulder in bad checks to farmers
m's arm back as in bowling sent you may be a candidate
If as I now suspect, it was a for surgical repair But see who sold grain to their.
Henderson elevator comtorn ligament will it heal' your doctor and find out
Or should I go to my doctor' what you have before trying pany
Polk added that the two
Would he still be able to do to make any decisions -

Varicocele is common
DEAR MI- LAMB

ror

the past six months I have
had a thickness in my left
testa le It has vven me
some minor pain and seems
to make, the left testicle
hang lower than the right
The uncomfortable feeling is
• slight, bears- sensation
located at the top of the tes
ticle but there is no lump,
My doctor has informed
me that this is nothing to
worry about and
is quite
orrimon in men my age I
way
by
I have
ain 20
the
heard of something called S
dilatation of
"r"'ele
biota.) sesseis and wonder if
this bold be what I have
although the doctor says this
thickness is the spermato
«ird
DEAR }WADER
You CARROLLTON, Ky.
probably do hese a vanco- I Al'
Northbank Ski
arc right that a
cete
Management Inc. has
S ari( oerle IN a dilated _vein. agreed to pay ti $10,000
vrnic% h.st like ,
varicose
sein It is the vein in the fine for failure to make
cord And can Caine thicken- required._ disposition of
ing if sou have thickening funds when developing
from an inflammation your the General Butler State
do( tor would have treated Resort Park ski area.
sou for'an inflammation.
Northbank developed
The saricose vein ivarico- the ski area before runntele. is MIA& ultr_n in the left mg out of money, and the
testi( le but it can involve facility is in receivership
both testi( les And it is nor•
nial for the left testicle to under the direction of the
hang iosx•er than the right state Parks Deparment
"sin if sou didn I have a Northbank. however, still
holds a lease to the proix de III 41)1JP.e posi
an be markedly influ perty
enced hs contraction or
Northbank pleaded
relaxation of the crernaster guilty to the theft charge,
rritiv lcs around the cord
charge
and testicle that raise and but the same: •
company's
against
the
rq them for temperature
ont rid and other functions president, Raymond
The ache you describe is 14-ist Jr of Louisville,
• orrinion and is : red:to-41ot: was dismissed as part of
'serious ongest ion of the t
a plea-bargaining agreenil.; itself I dosing pressure merit approved last week
on the 1PrISItive testicles It l)). Circuit Judge James
is made worse by standing
It Ford of Owenton. .
This prottian is very,,, Carroll County Assis1,tfItliOn
1(1 \the plifint of
being the usual thing in tant Commonwealth's At”ung men It tends to disap tomes Jim Shepherd said
pear to age 35 You might the conviction should
-et •-‘4110* help from weariril makes-it difficult for Nor•
r,.tal
support If it thbank to regain control
of the ski 'area. which he
ti,triers 50 too flIU( h
an lie down and the dilated said was the intent of the
all tend to drain grand fury. that [eturned
Look at sourself in the tho indictment
morning before you get out
he device of the
of bed and you will probably receivership left a situanote that the thickening has non where if the ski slope
disappeared
Va rico( ele in relation to succeeded-, • then Nor-.
fertility is discussed in The- thbank could eventually
Health Letter 17 1 Male come out of the thing, and
Reproductive Functions if it succeeded very well,
who h I arn sending you Oth they could make a lot of
ems can send 7.5 cents with a money
long
stamped
self
-That is What the grand
addressed envelope for it to Jury did not want to hapit' i ar. f this newspa
per P
Box 1551 Radii) pen, as I understand their
report,'' he said
I its'station New N'urk NY
An iiiilictrtient returned
140119
last August charged that
OF.Alt Olt LAMB
%tole working strenuously Leest and Northbank
on a hooked rug I noticed my withdrew $119,533 from
shoulder was aching One an interim construction

brothers had shuffled
money from one department of the company to
another to cover overThe pair committed
theft, he said. because
they continued to receive
grain "knowing they
couldn't pay for it."
..Richard Wathen„ the
former vice-president of
Wathen Elevator Inc.,
and Robert Wathen, the
former secretary treasurer, each face 10
felony counts of theft by
deception. The charges
stem from two different
indictments handed down
by a Henderson County
grand jury last fall.
Owensboro lawyer

Northbank ski resort agrees to pay $10,000 fine
loan account in
December 1981 but did
not use the money for
construction expenses, as
required by the loan
agreement
The money apparently
was used to pay the
firm's operating expenses. said Shepherd
The construction loan
had been made possible,
and was later paid off, by
a .13 2 million state'
backed bond issue The
bonds are ip danger of
default tx.calise the ski

ed early in its first season
and has been hampered
by warm weather this
winter.
Shepherd said Northbank Ski Management
paid $2,000 of the fine, and
the judge gave the company 12 months to pay the
balance
If the balance is not
paid in time, Shepherd
said, "I would assume

ittr-

STORE
COUPON

SAVE 20*
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Troopers' penalty is 'slap on wrist'

DUI's increasing

pocket 35C.

County -- led to a
shakeups at the highest
levels of the state police
and Justice Department.
Last January, a state
police trial board ruled
that Maj. William Favors
lied about an investigation of the Hatton incident
and Favors was fired by
Marion Campbell, who
was state police commissioner.
Favors was reinstated
six months later by thenJustice Secretary Neil
Welch over Campbell's
objection, prompting a
lawsuit by 232 State police
officers.

Changes in heating systems•vi 9 ft
could save in energy Costs
HAWESVILLE, Ky.
AP ) - Some changes in
heating systems costing
less than $2,1150 at two
Hancock County buidlinns couldsmselhet nisch
In energy costs in less
than a year, county officials have been told.
Bill aspen, a representative of Honeywell Inc.
in Louisville, told county
magistrates Monday that
minor changes could
result inlarge savings.
Honeywell manufactured
the heating and cooling

A7s153

•kJ 4

7

.Q62

•K J 7 4 3
•986
systems in both the old
Sot TH
•6 5 2
and new county cour•AKQ1101
thouses.
.• 5 4
Among the suggestions
•A V)
made were to add timers

to delimiting systems to
make them cut back-during nights and weekends
and changing
ebbi
damper
systems
allow outside
air to
the buildings
when temperatures are
moderate.
County Judge Executive Jim' Fallin
said the recommendations will be considered.

Vulnerable Both ?gale7
North The bidding
%arta East Meth West
is
i'ass 2111
Pass

30

Pass

3111,

3*

l'a%s

4 'NT

SO

l'ass

6111

Pas'
l'ass
All
pass

Opening lead Spade Mr*
slam' Not as often as one

might think
Bid with The AC114

Arson, murder charges filed

South holds
LOUISVILLE, Ky. Two other residents
(AP) - A woman has were injured. Geraldine

I -12-B

•AJ4
97S 3
•Q6 2
•9 ass.

been charged with arson
and murder in the apartment fire death of a 23year-old woman.
Firefighters found the

Johnson, who suffered a
burned hand, and Robert
Miles, who cut his foot
when he jumped from his !Sank Swath
;$ _
bathroom window, were 10
body of Theresa Faye taken to University 2 NT
McNary in her third-floor Hospital, where they
sleeping room,facedown were listed in stable con- ANSWER: Pass No sure
preference for spades over
halfway under her bed, dition.
no trumps and not enough
Jefferson County Coroner
The three-story red strength to bid a game
Danny Chapnum said.
- -Anita Kay Cole, 22, was brick building, which
bridge rasesuosi to The Aces.
arrested Tuesday and housed 15 people in six 'ad
P0 Box 12343 Deltas Timid 7523S
charged with arson and apartments, caught fire with siltaddressed oompod eov43opo
for rept,
shortly before 5:30 a.m
murder,officials said.

Now a KerognSun Heater...aslow as

/
2lb. size of
on a lib. or 11
Fischer's Meliwood Bacon
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year.

Felony dismissal appeal sought

two great Fischer tastes,

and

and had a working capital
deficit of $943,869 for that

NICHOLASVILLE, Ky.
AP) - The penalty was
that you proceed as you a "slap on the wrist," but
do with any other fine the lawyer for a state
that is not paid. You levy police trooper and a
against the corporation former trooper says he
area opened late and dos- and undertake to collect will appeal their convictions on third-degree
assault charges.
CoVINGTON,- Ky. peals in Cincinnati. If he
Trooper Robert Fauate
Al'
- The trial of Coy- wins. DeFelaise said he'd of the Morehead pOst and
ington attorney Charles try Schaffner on the former trooper John C.
Brewer were fined $300
Schaffner on a mesde- felony indictment.
rneanor charge of me
apiece Tuesday at the
peding the service of a
recommendation of a
subpoena has been drooJessamthe. District Court
ped so another (turrge
HF:NDERSON, Ky. jury ifter a one-day trial.
Defense attorney Blake
can be pursued
AP) Henderson CounA jury had .been seated ty has a growing problem Page of Winchester said
Monday in U S District with alcohol-relatid of- he would appeal the case
Court when U S. Attorney fenses, Jailer Jackie to circuit court for the
I.tens DeFalaise said he Combest said.
sake of the defendants'
wotild try. to appeal, last
Combest- told the COUP- careers.
week's dismissal of a ty fiscal court on Monday
The amount -of the fine
felony indictment against that there were 737-adu1ts was incidental. Page
Schaffner for obstruction and 15 juveniles booked said, adding, •*I think it's
of justice.
for driving under the in- more a slap on the wrist
Schaffner was charged fluence-of alcohol in 1982. than anything."
Fauste and Brewer
with a misdemeanor for Additionally, 656 adults
allegedly -advising a and 16 juveniles were each could have received
government witness- not booked for public intim- a year in jail and a $500
fine. The charge was
to be avadableAor Sub- 'cation, he-said. poena in the Victor
Tbe figures are "alar- dismissed against
Scharstem case Sellars- ming," Combest said, Trooper George Green
telt) was convicted of
and even though there is before the trial because
operating an ,illegal no way to compare the of insufficient evidence.
fireworks factory in nor- figures with earlier
The trial_ was transferthem n Kentucky The years, "it looks like the red to Jessamine County
felony 'indictment number of DUI's is going by Wolfe District Judge
dismissed last week' to keep getting worse."
James L. King because of
stemmed from the same
The high number of publicity.
incident
The 'charge was a
alcohol arrests shows
DeFalaise said he that "one of the biggeet misdemeanor, but the inwould try to appeal the issues all over the United cident behind it - the
felony dirimissal to the 6th States is a big issue here August -1981 beating of
U S. Circuit Court of Ap- too." Combest said.
A.R. Hatton of Wolfe

Take home

,

the fine"
But Northbank may not
have the money. A grandjury report said the cornpany lost $289.000 in 1981

Charles Moore described Prosecution witnesses Chran Circuit Court
his client. Robert called Tuesday included after defense lawyers
WIthen, as "simply a several farmers who claimed that pre-trial
lousy businessman" testified they had sold publicity wouldbass the
whose only reiponsiblity grain to the Wathens' lurY•
was to buy and sell grain company and two offor the company.
ficials of a Henderson
The lawyer represen- bank where the business
ting Richard Wathen, had a-checking accotent.
BOBBY WOLFF
Rudy Bryant of Hender- David Robinson, a
son, said his client and Morganfteld farmer, said
the late SS. Wathen. the
delivirecl nearly 5,000 "Only the shallow know
- Oscar
father of the two defen- bushels of yellow corn themselves
dants, had "continually worth $13,829 to Wathen Wilde
tried to keep the company Elevator in March, but
operating" by taking out was never paid for the
loans.
grain.
Most of us find it difficult
The Wathens are accus- Betty
Jenkins. super- to refuse an ace when
ed of writing worthless visor of the
checks to hundreds of departniqrit bookkeeping defending a slam Those
at First Na- who are sure of bow
farmers in Daviess, tional Bank of
Hender- would react would do ttrhe)'et
Henderson. Hopkins, son, said her
bank
issued. to study the lesson of
Union and Webster coun- a number of
ties in Kentucky. As well notices to the overdraft today's interesting slam
Wathens in
Dummy's spade queen is
as to several farmers in the same month.
played to trick one and East
southwestern Indiana.
Wathen Elevator filed Ms. Jenkins also said must decide whether to win
for reorganization under that Richard Wathen had or duck What happens if he
do'
federal bankruptcy laws called the bank several wins as most would
return is a
last fall. On Jan. 20, final times in March to ask The easiest
and declarer refuses to
approval is expected for about the balance of club
He wins the ace.
finesse
the sale of the company's funds in the account.
draws trumps and plays the
Special
Judge
Thomas
assets to Owensboro
Soyers moved'the case to ace, king and another
Grain Co
diamond, establishing that
suit Now a spade to
dummy's king provides the
crucial entry and declarer
Gov. John Y. Brown Hatton claimed he was claims his slam 'with ISO
Jr., moving to end the later beaten by the honors, partner"
What happens if East
squabble, demoted Welch troopers when they arand Campbell and made rested him at his refuses the ace of spades at
state Adjutant General mother's house on an trick one' Declarer cannot
make the slam - dummy's
Billy G. Wellman the ac- assault charge.
is- consumed
ting state police commis- Rattan's trial ended in spade entry diamonds
are
before the
stoner.
a hung jury last March. established If declarer
Hatton's brutality corn- He his not been retried.
draws trumps and takes a
plaint against the officers Page said the $300 fine first round diamond finesse,
stemmed from a series of against Brewer and he loses a diamond and a
incidents that began with Fauste "just reflects that spade And if he plays the
the burning of his house (the jurors ) thought our ace and king of diamonds
in rural Wolfe County.
men were right, but and ruffs A diamond to
He fired shots several overstepped 'their establish the suit, there will
houis later at the arson authority,."
be no entry to dummy to put
suspect's picklip truck. "I thought they should the diamonds to good use
claiming he didn't know it have had the 12 months to
Grab those aces against a
NORTH
1.12-A
was being driven by go with it," Hatton said,
•K Q10
troopers who had con- "but I was still proud of
fiscated it.
°
the conviction."
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Jello Gelatin
Dessert

Liquid Antacid
Not chalky, pleasant
tasting, low sodium
12 oz. bottle

Strawberry, Cherry, Lime
41
30LP41Ss1s3 f.,89

Centrum Vitamins
Gillette Trac
II Shaving
Cartridges

25 Essential Vitamins and
Minerals. 100 with 30 free.

Pack of 5
Seiy $ 1

Tampax Tampons

Medicated Segarless Cough Lozenges
Cherry, Menthol Mint, Menthol Eucalyptus
Box of 8

Reg 3 99 Scile

Special
"Purchase

Toothpaste super size
8.2 oz tube

Reg '3" $ 1 98
Sale
I

Mg M's
Candies

Vicks Vaporub

Chocolate covered
peanuts or plain
chocolate candies
or. bog Sole your choice

Viporizing Ointment.
1.5 oz. Jar
sek $1.16

Toztorod 100 Ft. 12" wido
plastic ittraP 331/3 yds long
Selo 69'

Anchor Hocking Versatility Pan
' Use in Alircowove or
Coavontionol Ovens
1 Ot. pan with diyidid lid ,

Contac Cold
Capsules

Men's Western
by . Boots
jlexas, Dingo, H & Hieran
Lorado and Durango
- —Sole-Pr:ices
$2988

$3688

Knee Hi_ Hose 6 Pair Pkg. $ 1 00

1

Head Band 2/$
$ 1 00
Girls Purses
Bobizzi Knit Scarf 2/$

1

Size 6.-8 1 2 Rainbow Footies

12-Hour Relief
10 Capsules
Simulated leather cover, mirror in lid,
lined with satin siring-up troy with lock

Efferdent

Portable Radio with tuning
meter powerful 1500 MW Amplifier
AC/DC No. 6260A

Denture Cleanser
Tablets
60 Tablets

Nevco 3 Piece
Range Set

t
-I

wash end
Gargle fer fest
relief el miner
. threat end
'esseth 11411fINNISS
Mealhel et Cherry 6 es. het* with
sPrereir

Grease can with strainer
salt end pepper shaker No. 1191
see. $2•19

General Electric
Portable Mixer
3 Speed Mixer with
finger tip control
C•Ef•e/Almond, Harvest Whit.

Ywase-Model
J-S0 1$,000 ITU

Kerosene Howe
Reg. 207.00
1 7700
Sole $
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.42days ofliving, learning, enjoying Egyptian culture
Recently Joan Maupin,
Ph D., home economics
assistant professor, Murray State University, and
I lunched togetter and
shared our Egyptian experiences. We talked and
talked but she had the ad'vantage of me because
she had 42 days and
nights in Egypt I had only three but that was
enough for nw to ap- •
preciate her tales and for

me to pump her for all
she had.
Her trip was special —
all expense paid. Mine
cost my hard-earned
dollars. She and another
of my friends. Sally
Crass, home ec teacher in
Murray High School,
were with 13 other Kentucky educators on a
Fullbright-Hays grantfunded research project
to gather data on modern

Egypt that could be used
In their educational work
here. Two other teachers,
of MSU, Drs. John
Mylroie and Neil Weber,
were members of the Party.
Long days scheduled
Her schedule required
being ready for breakfast
6 a.m. and on tour at 7
a.m. every day except
Sunday and a few days at
the end of the program

when they were given
later risings and time to
catch up on loose ends
and be reedy for the long
Flight to the United
States.
The food was excellent'
Since Joan and Sally are
food specialists, they
tried everything, got
recipes and brought
home interesting tidbits
of some observations.
For instance - many

meals were served outdoors — sometimes in
places of interest like one
overlooking the Nile. But
the one thing that-Joan
remembers was the
population of cats that
were ever present — not a
nuisance, but just sitting
and waiting for a dropped
goodie.
I remember the foods
- breads in particular,
were distributed by foot

from the bakery, uncovered. and flies were
u nrestricted —
everywhere. "That's still
true. There are screenrin
the hotels and inside
places, but flies attack
you outside. One member
of our party entertained a
fly that flew into his
mouth while he was talking, and went right on
down. It did make him
though." Joan

Lynn Grove
Grade "A"Large

Eggs
SUPER MARKET
"Low Overhead Means Low Prices"

Dos.

We Reserve The Right
To LintirQuantities

Hours: 7 AM-8 PM
We Gladly Accept

With $10.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco Dairy Products
Of Drinks on Special . M7212ZZC

?

Kroft French

-7

Hungry lock
Instant

Dressing

Food Stomps

\,1

Potatoe
16 oz.
Saw.e 34'

Brawny

Towels

$1 19

Jumbo Rolls
Sore 18'
Fiesta Deodorant

Soap

49`
59C
69`

4 75 oz. Save 10'

Swiftest

Dip

So:. Sow* 16'

'7ov-0-Rich Cottage
* lust Rote Beet

2;,$129

* Tamales

Cheese-

12 oz. Save 20'

Lobby's Beef

* 15 oz. Sore 17'

:Juice

14o:. Save 40'
Libby's Sloppy
Save 20 15 14

Hyde Pork Golden
Cretan, or Whole Kernel

09

OZ.

2 79C
59c

15 oz.

hilHyde Pork

for

leans
15 oz. Save IS

Wafers

Generic Cigarettes

letrgen Personal Size

*Save 10' 12o:. Size

Soap

* 36 Foil Pock

kings Carton

* A lka-Seltzer

$439

Sore 10'4 bars

Head & Shouldets

Sneaking Is Dangerous To Vow Health

*Sore 96'

69c

$168

Shampoo
40:. Tub,.,70:. Donk Sore 93'

Coca Cola,
Sprite, Tab,
Mello Yello

Hyde Pork
Reg. or Wovee

animals. The Bible
relates' that Phbraob
made a gift of camels to
Abraham. Job had 6,000
camels. But one would
not want the animal for a
pet. They have a poor
personality —. are nonromantic, shaggy.
awkward, hump-backed.
has a split upper lip,
popeyes, . loosely hung
jaw, goose neck, slit
nostrils, slit feet, knee
pads, high-set eyes and
over-hanging eyelids and
long lashes. "No wonder
he has few friends, even
among camels," the tour
director said.
Besides the daily and
sometimes nightly lectures and tours, the
members of the expedition squeezed in some
extras-like bargaining for
souvenirs, jewelry,
leather goods, carpets,
light fixtures, camel saddles. The fabulous Khan
Khalil bazaar was their
temptation. They knew
that vendors pegged
prices of wares 100 'percent more than they expected. but"One is usually accompanied by the
dragonman ( guideinterpreter ) who aids in
bargaining." Joan
remembered.
Clothing is sununerish
Clothing there fits the
weather which,' ranges
from 45 to 83 degrees. The
Murrayans, there in summer, were comfortable in
typical Kentucky
weather drip-drys. But a
hat and sunglasses are
essential.
Having interpreters
along made communication easy, Joan relates,
but a few Egyptian words
came in handy and made
the natives smile in ap• predation. For instance
Shukran means
"Thank you", Salem
Aleikurn is "Good Day":
Alan Wa Sahlan is
"Welcome" and Turkish
coffee -- sugared is
"Mazbut"; "Sada" is no
•
sugar.
Another experience we
shared was the visit to the
Museum in Cairo. We
must have had the same
guide there, we remembred the golden furniture
taken from
Tutankhamen's tomb.
King Tut and the story
we were told. Although
(Continued On Page 20)

Folger's Instant

Coffee hAgers

Potato 90
Chips ----

I
t
6

9,

$339

TwL°.log
Sore 20

-• Bottles oe O•posof
l

$

loes

Sore 1624 oz.

. 32 oz. Sore 22'

* Keetoler Vanilla
*

Carpet Fresh

Corn

Stew

* Sunsweetifrune

Airwick

remembers.
Riding the CSID111
Everyone who goes to
Egypt rides a camel
once. :That's enough.
Joan related her experience and I told her
mine. We agreed that the
animal looks like it had
been put together by a
committee. It has bad
breath, no wonder. Its
teeth are yellow and its
eats anything, even thorny shrubs. — Nothing
seems to give it indigestion." the guide relates.
He is ugly. His disposition
is mean. He kicks, bites
with or without cause,
whines, and protests being loaded.
We laughed at our experiences riding it. The
camel boy shows how to
hold your poise in the
camel's getting up from
his kneeling position and
his kneeling for us to get
off after the jolting.
lumbering, spine creaking ride up the hill
to the Great pyramid.
"Riding the animal
wouldn't have been so
bad, if the creature had
gotten up all in one
piece," Joan reminded
me. "His back parts rising nearly tipped me over
his head, and his front,
unlimbering all but shot
me over his tail."
Taken for•ride
Although all tips were
included in my trip, the
camel boy saw that I was
gullible and led me and
my animal out of the
regular,....roote into a
hiding spot'behind some
shrubs and stopped and
began saying what sounded like "Bake sheep.- He
convinced roe that he
wanted an American
dollar bill which he quickly stored in his shoe
before the tour director
missed and found me.
The b9y was sayinie
''Baksheesh" 'meaning
tip.
The camel known as
,''The Ship of The Desert"
travels with the two feet
on same . side working
together -- unlike any
other animal I know. This
produces a movement of
a rocking, shifting gait.
No wonder the rider is extremely uncomfortable
and suffers with back
pains.
The camel is said to be
the most useful of all
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t Govt. Grade "A"
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*
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20 oz. Bog- I
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oz.$ 09
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20
II, $119
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Chicken.14*********************
orm
lb*
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*
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Flood debris'ready to roll' when Missouri governor gives approval
Mrs. Miller
dies;funeral
on Thursday

Ili-

Mrs. Velma Rogers
Miller. ftt. I, Lynn Grove
Community, died Tuesday at 7:25 p.m. at
.Lourdes Hospital.
Paducah.
She was a retired
employee of Kuhn's and
the Big K Stores. She was
a member of the Salim
Baptist Church where she
had served as a Sunday
School teacher for many
years.
Born May 9. 1926. in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late John Virgil Rogers
and Lillian Atkins
Rogers.
Survivors iriclude her
husband;Joe H. Miller, to
whom she was married
on Dec. 11, 1945; one
daughter, Mrs. Ricky
LaRhea Denise
Stewart, Rt. 6: two sons,
Donnie Dwain Miller and
wife. Deborah Kay, RI. 8,
Benton, and Gary Lynn
Miller and wife. Renee,
Rt. 7; three grandchildren, RaShae,
Bethany and Travis
Miller, Rt. 8, Benton.
Also surviving are five
sisters, Mrs. Floyd
lOpha) Krewson and
Mrs. 011ie Inez Cooper,
Murray, Mrs. Ruple
(Reba ) Hendon,
Mayfield. Mrs. Franklin
)Imogene ) Bahr. Cypress
Texas, and Mrs. Preston
( Marie) Jewel, Almo:
two brothers, Ronald
Rogers, Rt. 7, and Kelton
Rogers. Rt. 1.
' The funeral will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
Salem Baptist Church.
The Rev. Mike Littrell
and the Rev. Jackson
Rioter will officiate. Gus
Robertson, Jr., will be
soloist.
Burial will follow in
Salenetery
In charge of arrangements is the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call
after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday").

Mrs. Rhodes'
rites planned
at church
-The funeral for Mrs.
Dorothy Rhodes will be
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at
Lynnville Church of
Christ. William Hardison
will officate.
Pallbearers will be
Richard Wiggins,Charles
Harrison, Jimmy Routen,
Kenneth Dick, Bobby
Motheral- and J.W. Edwards.
Burial will follow in the
Sedalia Cemetery.
Friends may call at
Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield.
Mrs. Rhodes, 72, Rt. 1,
, died Monday at
a at Western Bapam.
tist Hospital, Paducah.
was a
retired employee of the
Merit Clothing Co.,
Mayfield.
Survivors include two
daoghters, Mrs. Junior
Perm, Sedalia, and Mrs.
Charles Seay, Mayfield;
three brothers, Onyx
Ray,Murray,Buren Ray,
Hickory, and Nolan Ray,
Lowes.
Also surviving are
eigait grandchildren and
Rae great-grandchildren.

TIMES BEACH, Mo going to fight back."
IAP - Tractor-trailors
To prevent trouble.
brimming with rotting state highway patrol
flood debris from this troopers planned to
dioxin-contaminated escort the trucks the 40
town were ready to roll to miles from Times Beach
a wade dump as soon as to Bob's Home Service
Gov. Christopher S. Bond Inc.. the 24-acre landfill
gave final approval.
south of Wright City. said
But some residents in Lt. Gene Duckworth. The
Warren County, where site is the only licensed
the dump is located, were hazardous waste dump in
expected to take action the state.
.against the transfer, said
Warren t'ounty had
Sharon Rogers, president won a temporary
of the county chapter of restraining order prevenMissourians Against ting the transfer, but CirHazardous Waste.
cuit Judge Edwaid
"I can't be responsible Hodge on Monday
for what's going to hap- • ordered the county to post
pen . ."she said Tuesday a 675,000 surety bond by 9
night. -These farmers p.m Tuesday to keep the
deserve to be treated bet- restraining order alive
ter than that and they're
The Missoun Court of

dioxin in the soil at levels
up to 100 parts per billion,
and authorities feared the
flood spread the dioxin around the town
The cancer -causing
chemical. a byproduct of
herbicide production. can
be harmful in concentrations as low as 1 part per
billion
*

HEINOLD COMMODITIES,INC.
Livestock market
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crack." Hammer said
-They 're very neryous
and trate Quite 4 few
people have put their
names in In be Laval to
tly psychologists ••

Collins announces she will not use
car loaded with options she ordered

TVA board approves money
for testing sensitive pipes.
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
API - With miles of sensitive pipes wrapped
around each of the Tennessee Valley Authority's
five nuclear reactors, the
agency's board toaay approved an additional
$950,000 for tests of potential pipiqg rupture.
The cSntract with EDS
Nuclear Inc. alSan Francisco began in 1974 and involves design and test
consulting with TVA's Office of Engineering,
Design and Construction.
TVA's three directors
decided to raise the current one-year agreement
from 6450,000 to $1.4
million so that TVA can
finish some analysis and
design changes in its
nuclear pipes required by
the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
The board also approved a loan of some
uranium to Saskat-

evacuees not return to
their homes Only about
350• of Times Beach's
residents are now
living in town
''People are ready to

Divorce bill clears house

:Vial

NORMANS WIN
In IOW William the
Conqueror led the Normans to victory over the
tnglo•dozons at the Battleof Hastings.

State psychologists are
counseling residents in
efforts to ease tensions
after the federal Centers
for Disease Control suggested that flood

• But EPA tesLs on the
flood debris confirmed
,FBANKFulCI. Ky
the PAW arid anothei the
to
was deli%
the state's earlier contenAP,
In her role as motor pool in Frankfort Martha l.ay
1.,1
tion that it did not contain lieutenant goy ernor.
on Dec 10
Owernor committee on
aloxin at dangerous Martha Collins ordered a
But Bob Stewart an Aug 18. 12 days talon
Level?. state Natural 1981 Oldsmobile loaded
-aide tir-44rx-• Collins • said the oar was 6rali7r741-kesources Director Fred •ith options But. 3,'. an
Monday that she has
Bob Stewart said at the
lafser said Tuesday
announced candidate for decided MA 1.D 11u k. up the tune the tar
order I'd
Last week. acting governaar. she has aleail a ar
NIrs C1 111111, V1.1 not
Mayor Sidney Hammer ed not to use the Yelui•le
Her
have candidate
11 e
And 'sal the $11 Is.,
threatened to throw the
hangcat" he said • This
:hi I
1..1 11.- W-1...1...1
debris on Interstate 44 or sedan is now sitting unus is .1 ptiht
ear. ob- story reportcal Ow pia
burn it if the town was not ed in the basement of the viously ths•rc 1. going III chase of !lei.% .
!or
motor pool budding, in
cleaned up by midweek
tuitapaigning seyeral State Oh 1,31,
"11:110.'
Be said the rubble was a Frankfort. said Tim Clax- and she just wont use a tit.,..T1t/VA1 111.• ..11
ton of the state Transpor- state car for a ampaign- Mrs Collins as tavola: tile
health hazard.
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MOS( e‘pere.1%
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tal head injury she
J F Stewart. director 'NIrS Colliny did not forBob 'wt m t 5.11.1
received in the jail which
iaf management services mall% ahhallih. I' her .1111 - aIi that he 14.1.1 tacit well
was unrelated to the
in the Finance and Ad- .Inia..% until Not 18, taut the short and 111.11 it vs a'.
charge against Newsock_
ministration Catnnet. she 11.1S heeo considered a tint a fail', in the ilea
Daviess County: At• INDIANAPOLIS 1AP)
orr went .home to the said he ordered the car likek randidate almost S1011 1101 h. UM` the nen,
torney Bob Kirtley
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argued that Newsock. 28,
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, rehearse the speech. earlier from the lieuteOne ..aniviial
nold a number of times
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tlements ordered by a vs huh rums between 17 nant governor's Office
111)er:ding just fine
euttittitttee
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before Feb. 24 when he
divorce decree has and 20 ululates Aides
The car now assigned register...I In Ilov.
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cleared the Indiana said his schedule was to. Mrs Collins. a 1981
as she was beginning to
climb a set of stairs in the Rouse and is on its way to pretty clear toilay in case Olds, had been having
the Senate.
he needed to do any last- -engine problems, but her •
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measure,
sponminute
office had delayed order.
preparation
Defense attorney Tom
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k C Mash, editorial dire, tor ,,f
sored
John
Rep.
by
ing
a replacement until
Measured by the ,
Castlen said Newsock did
%lemma) Webster 1111'
s. the names -of N1.the
not seriously injure Miss Donaldson., R-.1kbanon.. amount of time spent on the pm_ inimid, v.ere
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first
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be
the speech Anil the con- available, Stewart Said
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far
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most
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ly, a separate lawsuit packed so much into .1
TVA has acquired a must be filed to enforce 'State of the -Statr'.
hefty surplus of uranium the divorce decree and speech that it required an
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intermission. Orr plans to
giant puglic utility had
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Valley during the 1980s Robert D. Orr will ad- _economic development, On .1
41 al
11111
s..1111
Sheri
G.•
t.•
411/•.
III. :04
has forced a cutback, in- dress the House and the funding for education, 4.4
cluding the cancellation Senate in joint session corrections and the state
budget
of four unfinished reac- tonight.
For the second year lb
tors and a halt to cona row, Orr's speech definstruction of four others.
ing has legislative
The agreement with the
package was scheduled
Canadian firm will allow
at night to get the biggest
the loan of 1,750,000
audience. Sixteen of the
pounds of uraniiun constate's 26 television stacentrates during j983,
tions have agreed to
Under the agreement, broadcast the speech live
the loan plus ac- at 7:30 p.m. EST. while
cumulated interest will others plan to run it later
be repaid to TVA after or use exerpls on their
newscasts
1964.

Former jailer convicted
OWENSBORO. Ky.
(AP)- A former Daviess
County deputy jailer has
been convicted of
assaulting a 61-year-old.
female jail inmate who
later died.
A Daviess District
Court jury deliberated for
about three hours before
returning its guilty - ver.
diet on the misdemeanor
charge against Phillip
Newsock.
Newsock, who resigned
as a jailer last
September, was indicted
in. October for a Feb. 24
incident at the jail-involving Augusta "Gussie" Arnold.
Miss Arnold died
March 1 from an acciden-

Appeals late Tuesday
refused to dissolve the
order for the bond The
county failed to raise the'
money in time, and the
restraining order expired. clearing the way
for the transfer.
•
James Long, a
spokesman for the
Missouri Department of
Natural Resources,
which is overseeing the
transfer, said the agency
was awaiting Bond's final
approval to move the
debris
In early -Drcernber,
floodwaters from the
Meramec River heavily
'damaged nearly' every
building in this town of
2,000 about 25 miles
southwest of St. Louis.
The flooding came just
after technicians from
the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency found
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Men destroy Eastern religious artifacts thought to have displeased God
FORT WORTH. Texas
(AP) - Shattered
religious artifacts worth
$I million are "swimming with the fish" at the
bottom of a lake after a
wealthy, born-again
Christian businessman
destroyed them because
he thought they displeased God, a television
evangelist says

James Roixion said he
and industrialist Cullen
Davis broke up the gold,
silver, jade and ivory obmostly figures
jects
associated with Eastern
religions that Davis had
collected after Robison
found a Bible ,yerse that
called them "abominations "
Davis, who is in the oil
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I TAP,•
breath
5 Mast
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12 Aresediew
13 Carry
14 Mature
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."
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18 Anger.
19 Angell e g
21 I oot enter
23 Screeched
a
271e41
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28 L ocii a halo'
29 l .boe
31 At present
34
;ow twind
35 Bo Owes
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37 Genus of
cattle
39 Earth god
dins '
40 Cobbler
now]
42 Soar up
41 Boutique
46 Certain aben
tor short
4611,1otiihed
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53 Cry
,/54 Greer
55 Pronoun
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62 Midday
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number and could not be
readied for comment.
But Robison said the
millionaire wanted no
publicity.
-1 spoke to him and he
told me he doesn't want
attention about this,"
Robison said -He said he
knows why he did it.
Those were objects he
had collected all his life,
and when he thought they
might be displeasing to
the Lord, he destroyed
them"
The objects. some of
them adorned with
-precious jewets.-itadbeen
stored in a Dallas vault,
and were appraised and
ready for auction
Among the objects,
which had been displayed
in glass caseL that lined
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THIS' YOUR
WATER 01544
S FROZEN

STOP DV NO ANN'S BRICIt
OVEN BAKERY IN VOUR LOCAL
BIC JONO STORE AND
REGISTER EACH VIEEK FOR A

Answer to Teesda)'s

.

•

I HEARD YOU
TOOK A GIRL
TO THE
MOVIES LAST
NIGHT

Big John's
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WHEN A NORSE'S
WATER TROUGH IS
FR.OZEN HE USUALLY
BREAKS THE ICE`WITH
HIS NOSE .

--MAY A
LIGHTNING
BOLT STRIKE
ME RIGHT
AT THIS
SPOT
•
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Dr. John Golberg, Chief bon to participate in the techniques in his field."
of the Murray-Calloway advance course last said Stuart Poston, administrator of the:
County medical staff, has month.
returned to Murray after The material presented Murray-Calkrway- County
attanding.a week-long,.in- focused on new. techni- Hospital.
"The experience will do'
ternatonal, orthopaedic ques and recent adsurgery course in Davos, vancements in the treat- much to help him even,
ment of fractures with better assess and treat
Switzerland.
The course, sponsored the faculty being made up the fractures en- •
by the Association for of Swiss surgeons who countered at our facility."
The Study of Internal Fix- developed them as well ammisminesimnesesmas
ation of Fractures, was as others from around the
held Dec. 5-12. Davos, a world.
As a participant.
Swiss resort city, Is an
internationally-known Golberg • also shared
center forsesearch in the severarof his experiences
-treatment of fractures in tjle fixation and treatment of severe fractures
and in bone healing.
Founded in. since coming to Murray
Switzerland, the associa- as teaching experiences
tion is made up of leading for those present.
Following the Davos
authorities in orthopaedic
surgery from around the course. Golberg and his
world. More than 1,000 wife, Ellen, spent 17 days
Fraaces Drake
had gatherred at Davos vacationing in Europe,
FOR THURSDAY,
for the course, 200 of touring in Italy, France
and Germany, including
JANUARY 13.1963
whom were in Golbercas.
e
some time with his sister, What kind of day will tomer.
The Murray physician, who is a member of the row be? To find out what the
who recently re- Canadian diplomatic stars say, read the forecast
organized his local prac- corps and stationed at given for your birth sign.
tice and established of- Bonn in West Germany.
fices of his own in Suite "Thi-s unusual op- ARIFS
308 of the Mason portunity has enabled Dr. ( Mar.21 to Apr. 191 "
4
1
r
Memorial Medical Arts Golberg to work with You may receive some poor
Building, previously had some of the world's most advice about a career matter,
taken fundamental train- renown orthopaedic but it's a good time to take
ing at Davos before being surgeons in learning and Mock of basic goals. Fulfill
selected by the associa- refining these advanced
AUR
your
T
USntial.
P°te
( Apr.20to May 20)
Don't be careless With
credit. Make sure you keep.on
top of your bills. lister, the accent switches to cultural pursuits.
GEMINI
NEW YORK (API - - almost 15 percent in 1962 I May 21 toJtine 20)
Increased publicity, new after more than doubling A close tie's cavalier atlaws against religiously each year since 1979, titude toward money or credit
motivated vandalism, while arrests for such could concern you. Review
stricter law enforcement episodes were up almost your investment structure.
and educational pro- 50 percent last year.
Safeguard security.
The attacks tiVervied CANCER
grams may hate reduced
incidents of anti-Semitic defacement of Jewish in- I June 21 to July 22)
stitutions, stores, homes Unexpected
violence, officials say.
work
A report released Mon- and public property, with developments could cause '11
day by the Anti - swaitikas, anti-Jewish change In datlitg plans. TAQ
Defamation League of slogans and graffiti. evening accents togetherness
B'nai B'rith said cases of There also were 14 cases and relationship matters.
anti-Semitic vandalism in of amen and three bomb- LEO
(July 23to Aug.
this country dropped ings in 1982.
Overcome a tendency to
goof off on the job. Get ready
for new projects. Less selfindulgence brings health improvement.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
An invited guest may have
to change plans. A child may
be careless about household
duties. Romance is likely after
dark.
LIBRA
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
You may have been
overlooking some details
about a domestic matter.
Don't jump to conclusions. Investigate options carefully.
SCORPIO
ni/f/tiC
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21
Impulse buying could lead
to a faulty purchase. Don't exaggerate in talks with others.
Stick to the facts at hand.
SAGITTARIUS
-) Nov. 22to Dec.211
An overlooked bill could
COme to your attention. Now's
the time to make budgets and
to look for new ways to increase income.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22toJan. 19)
QueU inner restlesaness and
any tendency to unconventional behavior. Don't experiment with life styles. Just be
yourself.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 111)
A friend may keep you
*siting or not fulfill a promise. Your bed bet for today
is to complete unfinished
&alignments and tasks.
POMO
(Feb. It to Mar. WI 1(1iU
Social life is ravored, but
you shouldol. mix bulimia,
and pleasure. Friends aren't
likely to keep secrets ento them.
YOU BORN TODAY are
ambitious bid must avoid any
tendency to expediency. Do
not settle for whet chance
throws your way, bid Bad a
field which is in keeping with
your inner yearninp. Both
r you'll
sensitive and spiritual.
love success in
medal work and creative
endeavors. You like travel and
advestare sad may be attracted to brokerage amd the
vier
art, advertkiag
den,aisa are atizu
rdelisiumiaisie
r
kter:4 .sai
7
w.
*deb_ promise yea

do4i6.1

Publicity, stricter laws
increase violence
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1.0

•
to • 170.•

MCCH chief of staff attends
orthopaedic surgery course

efeli)

YOU GUYS
ARE ALL
AGAINST
ME!

•

•

rIP

DELICIOUS FOODS PREPARED
FRESH DAILY!

••

"Cullen said many of
them were gods ordered
carved for emperors and
after they were finished.
the artist would be put to
death." Robison said.

"He felt anything
associated with the
godless or non-Christian
worahip - anything that
had to do with idols was something not to be
.welcomed into your
home."

Art

CAKE OF THE VIER!

'229

temple dogs-

41244a

.

'

FREE

POTATO
LOSS
SUMER
14.1.MIME
1, $299
VIVEROME
SPUD

the halls of Davis' mansion, was a jade statue
over four fee tall valued
at about OWN& Robison
said. There also were
statues of Hindu -holy
men, gold -topped
pagodas and figures of

Your Individual
Horoscope

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

IVIKE OF THE WEEK

I

lot and dumped into a
local lake, Jim Rogers,
executive director of
Robison's ministry.said.
"They're swimming
somewhere with the fish
at the bottom," Rogers
said. He refused to identify the lake.
-We so disfigured it, 1
delis't think it would have
been worth much."
Robison said in a
copyright story in the
Fort Worth Star.
Telegram.
Davis had donated the
art objects, mostly
figures_ associated silk
Eastern religions. to
Robison in September
The gift would have paid
debts that threatened to
end Robison's national
television ministry.
Davis has an unlisted

equipment 'business, has
said he found Christ after
two sensational murder
trials. He was acquitted
of killing his 9-year-old
stepdaughter during a
1976 shooting spree at his
mansion, and found innocent of trying to buy the
death of a judge hearing a
bitter divorce case.
The two men smashed
the carvings in a parking
lot outside Davis' Fort
Worth mansion,.Robison
said
"We went out Into the
garage and he got ham- niers and we-.went out__
there in his parking lot
and destrpyed $I million
worth of jade, ivory and
all of it." Robison
gold
said
The shattered-rethains
were then swept from the

11
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1. Le$11 Notice

1. Legal Notice

•

PUBLIC MEETING
On January 14. 1913. 200 p.m., Room 212.
Special Education Bullshit& MSU, a public
meeting will be held to discuss a proposal for
federal funds for outreach,services for early
education of exceptional children by the
West Kentucky Educational Cooperative
Further information can be requested at the
above address or telephone 7624965

2. Notice

WANTED!
ALDEN
BARKLEY
for Lt. Governer. P.O.
Six 1040, Frankferi
Ry, 406411. Psid fir
by itentickiess fee
Seat* C. Theme
Weeklies, Treasurer.

1.Station Wanted
Need work timing c are
Of elderly
JIs Or
woman in their -home or
Will oo day *00'9 43
4394
Wanted person to typo
Send Sample of work
and price Der page 110
Box 9/3 M urray gy
47071

It Want to Buy
A small read
753 9751

business

3IE 3E"X 3031E71

24. Miscollareous
34.*oyster Reit
far-"rSONED RENT OR LEASE

46. Homes for Sale

53, Services Offered

49. Used Cars

At fast a home of your 19/6 Grand Pr • ,LIST
FIREWOOD Cali Jonn bedroom bcrk
own under 119.900 replaced engine had
75.30335
Bower.
one block from MSU Within walking distance several hundreci (sonars
_
ampus exceisent to downtown hospital of work done to
Home
Oak
Saki
27.
Neat two bedroom 11 SOO, /33 0732 or '53
neighborhood, natural etc
19/5 Sanar• 14.0 al gas heat 1250 00 per one bath home ..,rn 91144 ask tOr Jetf
electric 2 tectroore monm unfurnished Cali eiectr,( he,6f Large 1976 Plymouth Gran
upstairri • storage room
753 1403
Call 717.1077
Fury fu?' sire $1 250
With outside entrance
TAtji.1(
i...XT
EVERYONE
T
OeOrOOM
Brick
ouid be 194.60e into 753 4837
count, home one block etticienc y 'apartment
INVESTMENTS
Two from tin. versit Y
Well i.ancis, aped
lot
moOile homes ,o.ated rn "Available at once Call w itri large
trees Owner
:sy
•
125
or
100
'of
'
,
aye
1074
On
6512
733
City
FOR SALE
Selling for
nealrf, re
income from moo•ies or 153 2649 ,
a sons
KOPPE RUO
Sell mobiles ano nave
REALTY 7331277
iko new 1977 fleetan excellent b u icing 3.Pets Supplies
Br k ram n INC so It
site First
me of
ood Broughn
AKC Registerel 1 bedrooms 1
Daft
*red ne SHIA on oro Ooverman
puppies
'54
edillec.
10.24
family
electronic
room.
Century
perty can
2? 45t8 or /SI /637
large eat .11 kr?, hen
oil injection system,
fee details 75/ 1 442_
part,,i t
basement
r en
Border Collie pupp es 7
II extras. for sale 6
For sate or ren' 10.55 I alsS
t•a, heat ars0 air
7S) S166 or
Caul
0 1 ,1
bedroom ?r,,. er
753 4)7 4163
rotor Iseavtifel ter.
7S4 44,26
4070 •
$7,400
B, o w ner new 3 room
Dog 00 ed en, e
3.Neils Home Rentals Nor u 'Of' Pt...ate in,1 m 0 .1 r rn ss ariin
Two
name.

1. fp NG,
• s
•
f ret' IS' rn 6 e S
Seist eL! r err re
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• Ut:0"0•S'er r
i.ee -S_ Carer' 1._ icari.n,.
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'err
m
-s

C.
•
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•
A
r

ROOF
used Honda 3
PROBLEMS?
733 7422 or
Wheeler
'02 156$
2. Notice
• 2. Notice
S. Lost and Found
wardrobe Will
Wood o second opi
Oak
trade for oak. dresser
nion? Build up or
Large white male cat, 436 2411
Lost December 24th in
Local
Residential
the vicinity of north Old or antique pine and
references.
Coll
High
any
furniture
popular
in
Miller Call 753 0717
Condition Call 753 7/61
Cleland, 759 1718 or
LOst 1982 Marshafr after 6 pop m
II ,ss*00,1 ,
,hore., area
2rOu0 'Og% 7 m0 antl
753 1076
759-4611
County Class ring.
yes,
. or up mar, 411e.man
17160 Furn
nt.J•• re 'en!' Ba,k
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furs,
Raw
red.
name
Rine,
orange
nturn
sr
,
..
1
(late!lite stone. at Fireworks fox, gray fox muskre, ✓
specificeti•es. We
•
436 21131
Doe
1125'month
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•
• ,•1-, r g,
dials., the
Arcade Call Collect mink. coyote, opossum. town 753 4s1; otter Laoractor Retrevers
/ speeo
• 4
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,
4
r•
Owen Mc
beaver
AA( Vic and up Para
iss 4137 Reward
6105
, set stews she.
Cienan, P 0 • Box 63. 40 rn
NrroIns.ittri!,
disc enneis 753 410a
Odyssey.
Lost 2 black and white Pulaski ill 62976. A two bedroom new t y
Porn''." c' Dog
lllll t•
lots of
sitter bird dog
male Phone 6111 317 6316
furnished Ca-, Shady 10
ii •
5.5 '• •
• 1 old
%nor t G
and 1 female, wearing
4 621
1 Inane Ing %satiable
753
5709
Oaks
,
gAtere • 'si (964
h
a se Chewy RI P.1
ID collar when 10st Cali Want to buy dark fired
Pi • ,
tobacco base Call 753 Nice two bedroom
Pr, e' •
ALL COLLECT
136 S5.26 collect.
'Trailer near Murray .ho 43 Real Estate
nee!, 'rant,,ThsciOn 416
I till Flee Anstifise LOST money and key in 11471
2611
;WS al'er 6O to
Washer Call 753 0752 or Pets Call'189
aluminum
If
loony
foil
r'• or .
r•.
S172-1001
rooms
%I
JilfI
Or sale. 2 bedroom.
753 91144. ask for Jeff
II'' Honrla C‘.'CC
please call 753 626?
r
6 • ,
Inside Verne.
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. 71 fr:
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1;
...
4:::
Partly furnlshed Owner
r
en
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Trani''
.
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IPted.
•
s,
garage tru,r-yrares
finance, by F as( ci non,
Western Store)
new tire.
uocs.•
6. Help Wanted -skew IS. Articles for Sale
',flan; ifig Is
Call 753 5.105
!ion 15; 412,4
amok Plata
'or 416 5489
'Aerobics exercise in Have tough skin, leans Two bedroort,
1+17 i,,,ikse.agor, i,.7
Sri. 9-9 Daly
struc tor needed for new for sell, size 11 slim,
OUR ACT
•TCH
-Office (aws, to Cesit
good close to Uniyersi'yon
Neve S- Biartes? Cd
(4111 15) 1101 _ _
franchise Studio open condition Cali after
nt.)
-you
ruin
fis
,'•
1-6 Sway
lot, water fur
private
Myer. hew Iiieryeker•
751-4444 for an in101
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ing in the Murray area S 00 753 2708
hOrnrO*ner
nished 1110 a month
16114661 Ser vic• SOW,/ 1900
'v. • •
ent
Call 512 8251 between
rnstantly
No
spirational message to
plus deposit 753 4661
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S:
V"' •
.03
m
for
ci got of nano
10a
m
inter
Sp
Just
it
Home
Furnishings
briaktem yew day.
-Two bedroom Ira .or
lawnly Ilwitucky 47011
134
view appointment .
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miles S Almo Heights
1071 TS) 0114
Chlidrea's MN 759' Artist's models ex Almost new GE auto
IsI'm F 0. •
neOroorn nOrne
on old 611 N
also 2
Ilaynalw
444$.
on appro.•tnatel •
perrence and artistic matic washer 753 9606
range cook stoves (AI
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sensitivity preferred Portable dishwasher 753 5615
Sr.'..
oriorni,
i•
diis
Work will be assigned with cherry biock top
lactated& Ilenaleil
rOSUlated ft) Ti.'A
„.
according to need for closeout special at $375 79. Heating-Cool09
• dards jr
models for Spring cash and carry' 36- gas
753 1492 t, ge,
Semester 1983 Contact range for natural or Ashley Console a
,o•
est • Crrotur r
21
Dept of Art, Murray bottled gas. closeout Stove. excellent
141
Al
u 0.,
s ,retta 100.
State University 762 special at 5.329 cash and Tion. $175 (-A
carry' Coast to Coast 60 m 435 1354
499:7 1 ,
3781 E0EfAAF
1 _
Cr/1010r.:
need j7:.00M -,
Kerosene heati.,
ii
There tat.,
4 --H..e\rn
RN position Marshall Hardware. 753 $604
1/0: Co!,.).'
Harmon and maione
th4 4 bedrorarCounty Hospital, assist Two dining tables, 7 have cerami( ie. • .
loc-ated... re K ,rhs., ,ruir
Director of Nursing, sofas, .1 chair. 7 bed (1 automatic tip Over r
5: ion 752
off sWitch, batter,
•'
an 011Ier
•
"
'
responible for in service king sue. 1 single),
horsy weight
modern
61 Sycamore,
education. orientation Children 'crib's. 2 book ionation UL approved
A •f,
ru
•Nerringliene
large ain.nc, •
and quality assurance 3 cabinets. 4 tel tables '6800 BTU. 99 99 -930i:
FPtiONE "•3-115S 1
• ,
%ter..
119 99 and up
•C Chains
hying fly)",
t• ,•
to I yrS . supervisory audio equipment 759 BTU
Appointments
mod*
12000
BTU
139
99
2000C
9S1111
+
.
,01f.(/
'
,1r 4'
"
experience, staff nur
'Serpentine
,
•
;
beS! of 1 ,
for yoir c
iince
us. acute Care. 3.1? and Upright piano (needs BTU 119 99 Walt
•Sex sad rope chili.
• 01,1,
•'‘ •
Hardware,
Paris
4
2
•
1
I
s
11
7
shift
Contact
K
small
work),
square
Fell
time
sales
50% .fl
„ •
1'
TrevaTh L"
antique oak table with 3 0 Clearance firep.f.1
Taylor: DON 527 1336
rr•
eisociatits evening
Reaitu•
excellent condition Ca
GOLO & SILVER
TEXAS OIL COMPANY chairs. can back
▪ • A .* • .1
1
phases.
12AA
person rocker, antique vanity, 753 8983
WINXISALE
needs mature
For The .1.,
153
Ams *tarty
antique table
•
for
t
short
trips
sur
JEWELERS
butler
it
,
'
needs worki, antique 30. Business Rentals
CHIN CHIN
rounding Murray Con
11.151 Witt 751 ".4
513. Used Trucks
(Inside V•rnee's
tact. customers
We metal icebox Call -Judy
Wen*
75301
Isycs
171'1 Cr.
,•",
u '
Western Steve)
."
759 1073 After ap m
train
Write N V
' 401•
7S3
Curt Siam
Pm'r • . ,
436 2105
Dickerson, Pres
Wrath Plus
ADOrler!
:
N. 4*
Southwestern Petro
153 2411
Amu hew,
Wareham*
Sri. 9-9 Deily
19. Fa_21nItit
k,OPPE Ruticir
t* 1,c
1eum,
Box
789,
Ft
7 - Si
Sterol. Space
1-6 lasday
•
.• 0
r
Worth, Tx 76101
RE: DUCt 0 I •r••••roc,
Massey Ferguson frac
•
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pin,
r
he loaf
fro.,
; rrr
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• 6, af.,,
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fl
1
i r
75347511
People with manage than 500 hours, mint
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A
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753
4319
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5960
teacher,
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or sales
52. Boats Motors
hot Estate
background. or whO Now is The season 10
n
Soethside Cutoff Se
have owned a small prepare that Ag & 32. Apts. For Rent
1
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business. Must have a Industrial unit for the One bedroom, near
Passt,cm•
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good sett image and be coming spring For downtown Murray 753
751-4451
"'.1
"24
,• rOf .1%
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the best buys in One bedroom, partially
9 0 1 6 4 2 7131 for undercarriages
• 6 ,
r At .1
furnished, washer and
appointment
••
k../.6 '
1
.1.11. 1 53. Services Offered
NOUSE FOR SALE
dryer Call 733 8558
h•s,reante ?O,t','
72. Musical
Located 44 mile- from lake. Partially
One bedroom. fur
9. Situation Wanted
. .bat?' n‘orne
,""
ettoretion end
Completed 2 beikroorn home ready to
SPINET CONSOLE fished. 1 block from
7531222
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0,0 rind.
Would
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like
Work West
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do
epy
pets
PIANO FOR
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SALE campus. no
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complete as you want. Owner must sell
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Owner
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Call party to take Over
and adults
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Three room furnished
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CA11111 STUDIO
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c'lu.sively different
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locally
Write Credit Ezell Beauty SCh001 306
'ST 107 Century 21
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SERVICE
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pool
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23. Exterminating
I.• per ,eri. e
Part% .10,7
Preferred 1121 a month
bath Colonial Farm
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Style home ['egged
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We do
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101 HP TV SOO
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chair
rails,
custom
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built kitchen
dishwasher disposal
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washer arid dryer
pantry and
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hookup, central air and
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MO A TV
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Wheeler C
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Honda engine 1200 Call
gas heat and air con
•
Apt,
Sr
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ortioning stove and M. Homes for Sale
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(if y N. •
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refrigerator furnished.
freezer
refrig,••
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Atari cartridges. Real carpeted
Two bedroom, brick
no pets
heat
(ice, ft,
Sports FOOtball, Pitfall, 1700 /month plus de gas heat 'acre lot. 6
All r,r
Frogger. Riverr•id, Posit /53 7833
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•••
Real Sports Baseball.
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serviced 759 1121
5
E T . Raiders of the Two bedroom duplex in 3444
Apekance repair *or•
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Call
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roommate
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F ir*wood for Sale 409 44h•re completely fur id* and out Vertical
Foreign Car??
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e• clrooms. new carpet
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Firewood, delivered tremely reasonable
TAX SERVICE
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throughout.
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new
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end staked Seasonal expenses Call 759 4011
end Stew
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house
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den
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49. Used Cars
dishwasher,
Bedroom stucco home
Mopf bulbs. 230 watts, heat and air. central
wall
Wall
to
19/1 Cadillac 000 or
lento rod. SI 59 each Quite dead located on .in city
end strait carpeting and dryer best offer Call 762 6155
Wallin Nardw•r•, near city school.
$300 hook up G MAIO* Only 19/1 thevrolet Impala
Puri.
per Month. Call $23.000 For more -41' 35 000 miles. interior
Nom Shipment of wheel 753 1 9 6 1
formation call Sparin goodcondition...Alit
after
horse town mowers Shp 75.37175
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wheel. alt, 1750
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1971 VW Station Wagon.
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Motor.. interior, exterior
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Ale to mow mW,'2W- go
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IRO bar. $9 Wallin
Anyone. interested Jo fanning thh lend same body style of 1950.
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Hardware, Peels.
NNW
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15.him Services
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Christmas
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CH11411tY SWEEP
1624192
435 4348
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no need to dig
deep for these buys
Shop the
best buys
in town.
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Drunk driving group nomad

Observations...
Centinued From Page IA)
Raman.: II had been enbalmed since an
he made a feature story
for the Cairo newspaper.
One day a guard stationed at Rameses' station,
saw him raise his
forearm. Really. He was
overcome with fear and
from the building and
hasn't been heard from.
The story revealed that
st•ientists discovered, the
coming through
sun
a window, hitting
Harnesses' left arm in the
Milne place so long that
the joint had contracted
chemically, raising the
forearm
Religion in Egypt
One is impressed with
the religion in Egypt
Although there are churches of most every sect
and synagogues, the ofis Islam
f ial
and is observed there
even in the market
places Five tunes daily
at the call of the muezzin
from the tall tower of the
mosque. the merchants
spread their prayer rugs.
remove their shoes, face
east and' bow toward
Mecca How often do we
stop to pray during the
(lay' It's no wonder that
Egyptian prayer rugs are
in such demand
Attended two weddings
Joan and Sally, with a
woman's intuition and
Curiosity, didn't miss

Tan

was

much. Two wedding par- stens may be an indigo or
ties were observed. One black. Beneath the
that Joan described was plebes, a vest is worn
made.public by the wed- over a long white shirt
ding party being seated and baggy white
on a platform about six drawers. The head is
feet tall, outside the hotel. covered with a round cotThe engagement party ton cap or white turban,
which was the only ex- "Inuna," wound around
pense of the bride's •felt cap.
Women wear the,same
parents, was held inside
the hotel. The bride and basic costume as the
groom just sat there and males. Under a black
watched the band play galabia, she wears a
and the crowd dance. She more colorful shirt, white
cotton drawers, and a
wore a long white dress
no flowers. He wore a band around the breast.
three-piece gray Her head may be covered
pinstripe suit. There was with a kerchief, or with
no kissing or affection black headgear which
falls back over the
shown
-There were no eats; shoulders without veiling
however we were given a the face,
The people of the upper
cola The party continued
class
no longer conform
until 1 a.m when the
guests went to the bride's to the traditional style,
home for further party- women's wear follows the
ing We were invited but fashions of Europe
Visits include
early morning call, promany industries
hibited that." Joan
In visiting the Nazr
reported. It is the custom
for Egyptian girls to Automotive Manufacturmarry a man older In ing Co it was learned
this wedding the bride that the government controls the price and suffers
was 20 and the groom 42
the loss should there be
Egyptian dress
The basic item pf the one Model 127 carts pricmale costume is the ed at $4,300; number 133
galabui, a long-sleeved,_ is listed at $2,80Q
long, loose cotton gown, Average weekly salaries
comparable to an ample for each worker is $4
Other places of innightgown For everyday
wear it is usually white, dustrial importance
or colorful cotton. I visited include, the paper
thought it looked like our manufacturing, textile
bed ticking. Festive occal mills, factories One in-

Westing point was the invitation to Joan and Sally
to have tea with the Dean
of home economics .at
Helwan University in
Cairo. It was a moniing
date. They were served a
glass of room temperature lemonade.
We have found that the
United States is one of the
few countries that serve
water at the dinner table
and rarely ever is ice included.
Two homes were opened to the group. I could go
Into detail about all the
places they visited, the
lectures they attended,
the food they were served, but that would take a
lot of writing and your
reading, so I have mentioned some happenings
and unusuals that are out
of the ordinary.
Impressions brought
home
"The people seem so
happy with so few
material things," Joan
replied when I asked her
"Really, what did you bring home, not all the
items you collected, but
substantial things"
She replied,"A love for
and a better understanding of the people of
Egypt."

Their reaction to Egypt for the people they leansshows in their eyes, ed to love, quote and
yeech and enthusiasm remember.

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Gee. JIM Y.
Brown Jr. ilmietlay su
ed members el a tank
farce on drink driving to
study mach *Maas for
Uhe 11114 regular minim
Brown had said the
task force would be
mended to study all sitggestions aad their impact
on county and city
governments.
Among those appointed
were Attorney General
Steven Bear, Human
Resources Secretary
Buddy Adams. lawyer
Edward Prichard Jr. of

Franktiort, II•use
apatear Bobby Richards= et Glasgow and Adjutant General Billy
Wellman, also the justice
secretary, who els saniedcheirmaa.
The justice cabinet will
pay for task farce exThe pimel will
admit a report to the
aoveraer by June I.
Also named to the task
force was Lois Windhorst, leader of the
Louisville chapter of
Mothers Against Drunk
Driving.

Ex-Gravos official on probation

PET OF THE WEEK — "Boots." a male eightcat, very gentle and appreciative, is
available for adoption at Animal Shelter, 10$ E.
Sycamore Ext., just east of South Fourth Stmt,
operated by Humane Society of Calloway County.
Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,'
Saturday,and noon to 4 p.m.,Sunday.

months old

BOWLING GREEN,
Ky. (AP) — A former
Graves County assistant
commonwealth's attorney has been placed on
three years' probation for
failure to file federal income tax returns in 1977,
19711 and 1979.
L.M. Tipton Reed Jr.,
38, of Gllbertsville, was
ordered Monday by US.
District Judge Edward H.
Johnstone to pay all taxes
owed to the Internal
Revenue Service within
two years.
The government charg-

sokan.ss

in 1978 and
$76,971.31 in 1971 but failed to file federal tax
returns for those years,.
Reed entered no contest
pleas to the charges Dec.
9 in U.S. District Court at
Paducah.
Johnitone sentenced
him Wane hear in prison
on each count, with the
sentence suspended.
Reed was turned over to
the chief probation officer from Paducah.
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Electric Heaters
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items and prices in this ad effective
Jan. 12th thru Jan. 11Ith in

lir with these great

MURRAY,KY.
Quantity right reserved. None sold to dealers.
Copyright 1963. The Kroger Co.

U.S. Gov't Graded
Choice Beef Whole
Boneless-

,
Np4e\

__111111tolle
Fryers- .r.

. •;,•

.

sa
"

• U.S.D.A. Grade'A'
Holly Farms

ADVilltriSIO[TWA POUC r
Each of these items is required to be readily
available for sale in each Kroger store, except
atspecifkally noted in thiS ad. if we do run out
of an advertised item, we will offer you your
choke of a comparable item, when available,
reflecting the same Savings, or a rain check,
which will entitle you to purchase the
advertised item at MO advOrthlicl price any
time within 30 days.

Crsosce
U.S.C.rov't

Graded

I ngief
SIrlo
OPi
T"
Steak

k•.*:$258

VOW

Roast

Corned Beef

Beef

Fromm Pare

Liver

Pa les

811
.

Pork
Steaks

U.S 0*. Grade A Nally Farms
Family Pak of Mud Parts

VIM lib Naif

Frying Chicken

Pork
Loin

.79r

Breast Quarters
Beef Wieners
Slat

U.S.D.A. Grade A'110 Lbs.

Up)

c
Turluigi

Fresh Seafood

99c

lb

$149

U.S. Gov't Graded Choice llitef

Boneless
Cusna
(cHoicE

Fresh

Cod
Fillets
s299
lb.
s $329

•

6111111

"6' $2"

179
$0
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Kwick Krisp

U.S.D.A. Choice Spring Fresh Sliced
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Shoulder
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Sliced
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isb pkg
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oz
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Kroger Individually
Wrapped Slices

Root Beer,Cola,
Red Creme Soda
or Lemon Lime

Assorted
Country Club

B11-1(
Drinks.

Ice
Cream

Cheese

/
1
2gal.ctn.

2liter bottle

12 oz. pkg.

$119

s1139

9

Cour,Owe K4I4 Sue or MK)
Corn

Chips

IA

79c

Big II Drinks

VI 1194

Ginger Snaps

Betty Crocker Super Moist

Double Luck CM

Cake
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cans NI

181/20?
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Pancake
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bottle
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lb.
In
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carton
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carton
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2
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Evaporated
Milk
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_
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Save 11 W/0
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Canada
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150?.
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Mayounal
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Grind It Fresh!
Spotlight

Regular or More Pulp
Minute Maid Frozen

Homestyle or
Buttermilk

Ben
Coffee

Orange
Juice

Kroger
Biscuits

•
40,4

1 lb. bag

jar

6 pack of 8 oz. cans

12 ounce can

▪
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pa▪ s.
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tow mawKroger Dressing ::1:1 95C

"IA $175

Flaked Coffee

Juice Beverage

cartes

Cost Cutter lodirdoally Wrapped Sikes
1201
pkg

Cheese Food

Bounty
Towels

1 lb
pkg

Solid Margarine

7' 4 OZ.
box

21c

Tomato
SOUP

24c

spal 25c

Pot Pies
Avoodale From

sbl4 5169

French Fries
Cost Cotter Mitt

-

Crease Cutting

Peanut Butter

Dawn
Liquid

Nabisco

Oreo Cookies

svg

your
cloki

Deluxe Grahams
Derby

• Dried Pinto Beans

49c

Corn
Flakes

24 49C

Pyre Vegetal.'

Chef-Way Shortening sell $159
Cat Cutter rine
47c
Facial Tissue

18 oz.
box

95c

Kelly Chili
Nut s
Whole Tomatoes
Vegetable Soup
Tomato Sauce

69c
214;rits4N slog
1502

89c
211 5100

3

Chef-Way Oil

$log

Bush's Kraut

79c

your
choice

annegoesu

87c

9 Volt

Pork & Beans

15 0,:s 51"
3.

Assorted Flavors

"tic. 89c

Drinks

p
4acCit. 99
C

GO. 79. or 1.0 Watt

Burin up to 3 Hours

fpaver
Light Bulbs
, ii 97c
1)2/

Amberglow

k

Fire WWI
eaC9177c

gallon
bottle

uguld
Clorox
Bleach
$109

BAKERY DEPT.
Kroger

Gold

Evereacly
Batteries

2clpid$l.21

6407
bottle

Showmat

SUper Heavy Duty -AAW.° •

Fabric
Softener

"
ra°rirs

Pore Vegetable

THROUGHOUT TNII ENTIRE STORM
Eveready
Batteries

45
5

Kroger

/WC

2 Ct C Or 0tea
Super Heavy Duty

22 oa
bottle

93c

oz
ar
15' li

Beef Tamales

Cost Cutter
Can Cotter

.99

85 sq. ft. roll

Potter Pa"

Noot s

Paper Towels

a.

Mb Beaus

Cost Cotter From

Kroger

10E4 oz.
can

Macaroni
& Cheese

39c

$129

4 roll
pack

kilobit! 11' 2 oz Fudge Strips or 12': at

Cost Cutter Dinner

$119

2 lb $109

Charmin
Tissue

89c

79c

Cost Cotter

Grape Jelly.

Star-Kist
Tuna

40%
/
1
2tit

Grapefruit Juice "tre 89C

Picks Up More

INITH COST
BRANDS
WIER
AND OTHER SOOPER COST CUTTER ITEMS

Cost Cotter Orme

101,9ff

SQutiezably Soft

12oz

TO

Toms

on ON or Water

Regular, King Size, MO or Light

,
Lay's
Corn Chips
.9 129

99c

'wich
• Sad

Bread
/
v
24 oz

atilre/

loaf

5

9
C

FrO7Pri

Shredded
Hashbrowns

2 100

12oz
pkgs

11 ez Moor or 14 et Core

Not Dog or Sandorkl

"
1
2tg.
Azteca Tortillas 2„,,$100
59c Glazed Donuts
Brown & Serve Rolls
1:4 79c
1V 59c Turnip Greens
Wheat Bread
89c Kroger Easy Dinners „,*lu
Fruit Topped Rolls

Kroger Buns

ityliolos Front Evorfrosa

12c1

1407

119

Doi

•

•

Bic
Lighters

Jubilee
Cat Litter
2Sib $1179
ba.

OWlar

Coostr. One

2 ct

mt TOMPS Kroger From

ali

1111
Pit

WW1 ClItiss I 1000110,V1

S•4116
•
11 .11

2 is ge.

ra

-

OF EVERYTHING INCLUDING THE PRICE
•PAGE_THREE 2

THE KROG4ER
OINJereID GARDEN!

•
;,s.

Golden Ripe Chiquita

Bananas

'New Crop'Florida 80 Size Temple

Oranges
•

(bag of 10
each

13c

Sunkist Seedless 113 Size Navel

oranges

(Bag of 10 -Ut
9
i

111

tot

11.

•
shmPe
brat cascad,„„

WsliNfantausin

0e,
,
oft101110.110.11
store Sleeve ewefor

Pothos
Plants

Minnie or darns feta tin
flowers /60 MIKSOnet It
'foveae* /mei,

eTop

Turnips
ZrfienWslieans

5inch pot

9
9
$3

4.

Collard, Mustard or

southern Favorite

Red Radishes or

All Purpose

Turnip
Greens

Sweet
Potatoes

Green
Onions

Jonathan
Apples

111

bnchs.

bnchs.

lb.

In-Store Raked Petite

Golden Fried

8Pieces
Chicken
2logs I 2 wings

Inidtidet I be tiett 2 thirdi
k
Ne-

i. •
•ii •

GRADE

•

••

.....•*. ••••

..:‘

1
0104 •
•

• .* e
•.%A.•

•

On A

saved
Fresn

Apple Pie

save 50

s199

99

Save $1.701 $
only
Available till 7 P.M. daily

Silt
sin

GolOsairta

29
plate Luncn

mess%oit
nEtudes
4,9,000
12
frOrn our
Cnoosie
different
Mani,
pieties Of t
••
entreiril,
riot

antiooloo ton

STI3C%

..

Coffee
Cakes

79' On

.
.
41.11.011.
E etOot
oconof
(merry or

each

Cooked
Salami

White
Bread

4 $100

99

Sliced $11
Free!

loaves
for

lb.
-

•

Save 60,Per Pound On
Lean I Tender

99c ig:dsra 11119c_f,t
$37
Swit"

Save 704 on An
in-Store Bilked
Fruit Piled

Favorite%
Fresh
Delicious

Fried Pies
slot,
virao cog

Save

Roast Beef.

'time

BAKED
FRESH
DAILY!

Wen frelli MOON of

eacn
elOt To

Save 404 Per Pound
On Spicy

Save 35,On Fresh

wishbone 100% Grade'A'

:*
• to

.0,

lb

c
2
29 3
bestofthe FRESH...
JUST FOR YOU!

'mom
99
Blooming livaddlis!tbe $3

USDA

lb

P
erisir

Boiled Ham
9
7

$
lb.

son w Poo Mod ea

Is

•

Save 0.00 On An r Round
In-Store Decorated Doubt@
Layer German

Chocolate
• Cake
)$

sea
STOP IT TOE KROGER DELI & REGISTER TORII!
OKORATE01111MIDATCAKEOF YOU aim

•

i44‘''' -.

- .404*
4r..!
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t
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yr
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Let's go Krogering for the_b_est of evey4liPing indulging the price.
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